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Made by Skin Experts
Trusted by Mums
NEW!

NEW! Cetaphil Baby Skincare

Mothers know best and they know that Cetaphil Baby Skincare is good for their
babies. Dermatologically tested and paediatrician recommended*, Cetaphil Baby’s new
comprehensive skincare range is made in Europe and specially formulated for your baby’s
delicate skin. Gentle and hypoallergenic with 0% parabens, mineral oil and colourants,
Cetaphil Baby products keep your baby’s skin soft and smooth from head to toe. Another
quality product from Cetaphil, the No.1 dermatological skincare brand in Singapore ^.

G et your free sample now: http://bit.ly/lwb-babysamples
Paediatrician *
Recommended

Made In

Europe

O%

Colourants
Mineral Oil
Parabens

*Total of 200 dermatologists & paediatricians in Germany surveyed online from Feb to Mar 2015 ^IMS Index D02A-Emollients & Protectives Market MAT Oct - Dec 15
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pening Minds,
Touching Hearts

Starting your child on the right academic footing can
prepare him or her adequately for primary school and
for life. With a curriculum that focusses on cultural
diversity and bilingualism, you can count on Our Juniors’
Schoolhouse to take learning beyond the classroom, so
your child can develop into a global thinker.

Instead of conventional textbook

learning, today’s children require a
different approach to education that
can help them meet the challenges of
the globalised world. Starting school
as soon as possible will help ensure a
strong foundation of concepts essential
for life – in which case, you may want to
consider Our Juniors’ Schoolhouse.
A subsidiary of G8 Education
Singapore, Our Juniors’ Schoolhouse
sums up its education philosophy with
a Chinese proverb: “因材施教” (yin cai
shi jiao), which means applying teaching
approaches that best suit the individual
learner’s abilities, character, interests,
talent, and potential.
Since its inception in 2003, it
boasts an English-Mandarin bilingual
programme that stretches the potential
of bilingually competent children,
allowing them to appreciate both
cultures in greater depth. Fun hands-on
activities and creative enrichment are

implemented to pique their interests
in learning how to read, write, and
speak in two languages.
Children subsequently become more
knowledgeable as they enthusiastically
discover and explore the world with
their classmates. Classes have low
teacher to child ratios, so children with
different learning styles can be given the
individual attention as teachers facilitate
and encourage the process of learning.
Our Juniors’ curriculum also
focusses on the characteristic influences
of Eastern and Western cultures
using an experiential approach, which
includes excursions, circle time sharing,
storytelling, finger play rhymes, pretend
play, and daily dialogues. In particular,
the Discovery Themes dwell on a wide
variety of topics, including those that
touch on geographical locations, which
provide children equal exposure to
Eastern and Western environments.
This bicultural emphasis not only
broadens the children’s
global perspective, but also
enlarges their vision and
horizon.
The Playgroup
programme caters to
children aged between 18
and 30 months. Toddlers
develop language and
numeracy skills through
a variety of outdoor
experiences and hands-on
activities, which
encourage them to

The 5C’s of Holistic Learning

At Our Juniors’ Schoolhouse,
children will learn something new
every day, and emerge
Curious and interested in the
world they live in
Capable of reading, writing, and
understanding mathematical and
scientific concepts
Confident in expressing
themselves and relating to peers
and adults
Creative in thinking, problem
solving, and artistic expression
Caring and compassionate
for people, society, and the
environment around them

move and use their five senses.
In the Pre-Nursery class, threeyear-olds are introduced to classical
music, as well as food and games
related to countries as they explore the
western culture. This approach not only
builds fluency but also strong linguistic
foundations.
Plenty of opportunities are provided
for Nursery children to engage in active
independent learning. On top of that,
teachers shower the children with
encouragement and support, which help
them grow and bloom to their fullest.
What about the Kindergarten 1 and
2 curriculum? Children explore Eastern
cultures, including the Asian climate, flora
and fauna, people, as well as cultural
perspectives of Oriental Art and Asian
Music. If you are worried about your
child’s transition into primary education,
you will be pleased to know that the
school’s high quality of English and
Mandarin language-learning is in line with
MOE’s preschool learning outcomes, so
your child can move on with familiarity
and ease.
At Our Juniors’ Schoolhouse, you
can rest assured that their bilingual
and bicultural approach to learning
and development opens the minds and
touches the hearts of your little ones,
which ensures their love for learning is
never-ending!

For more information, visit www.ourjuniors.com.sg.
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Natural Goodness in a glass
What is the secret behind
Karihome Goat Milk’s
goodness?
Karihome Goat Milk contains proteins that provide
essential amino acids to build and maintain body tissues.
Its protein profile is different from cow milk, and could
improve digestibility. Karihome Goat Milk is a good
source of calcium, which helps build strong bones and
teeth, and it has naturally occurring nucleotides*, which
are essential to normal cell function and replication.

How does Karihome Goat
Milk benefit my family’s
well-being?
• Brain, eye and physical development

Karihome Goat Milk comes with key ingredients
such as choline and taurine to augment children’s
brain, eye and physical development. Long chain
polyunsaturated acids, such as arachidonic acid
(AA) & docosahexaenoic acid (DHA), are included
in Karihome Growing Up and Pre-School Formula –
compounds important for the brain and eyes in
infants and children up to 3 years of age.

• Bone health

Karihome Goat Milk contains natural calcium. It also
contains extra calcium, vitamins D and K, which are
important to build strong bones and teeth.

• Healthy digestive system

Karihome Growing Up and Pre-School formula
contains probiotics to help maintain a healthy
digestive system, and prebiotics, which help
support the growth of beneficial good intestinal
bacterial flora and reduce the presence of less
desirable bacteria.

Why should I choose
Karihome Goat Milk?

Karihome Goat Milk comes from milk produced in
New Zealand by goats predominantly fed pasture
grass, making the milk delicious and creamy. It is a
quality milk product proudly made in New Zealand, as
identified by the New Zealand Fern Leaf logo, and is
developed following strict milk product processes and
hygiene standards mandated by the New Zealand
Ministry for Primary Industries.

I’d like to try Karihome Goat
Milk. Can I get a free sample?

Definitely! Free samples are only available for infants
and children above the age of 6 months.
* For infants less than 1 year of age

FIND
OUT
MORE!

Call 6339 8820
Visit www.karihome.com.sg
Email enquiries@karihome.com.sg

Breast milk is the best for babies. The World Health Organisation recommends
exclusive breastfeeding for the first six months of life. Unnecessary introduction of
bottle feeding or other food and drinks will have a negative impact on
breastfeeding. After six months of age, infants should receive age-appropriate foods
while breastfeeding continues for up to two years of age or beyond. Consult your
doctor before deciding to use infant formula or if you have difficulty breastfeeding.
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MESSAGE TO OUR READERS

LiveWell Baby brings important issues to you and your family every issue. Thus, we will make every endeavour to present
unbiased and accurate information. LiveWell Baby aims to inspire you to take the journey to live well as a mother or motherto-be, but it is not a replacement for your medical caregiver. Always seek appropriate professional medical counselling and
treatment when in doubt.

RIGHTS AND PERMISSION

Material in this publication and website may not be reproduced in any form without written permission from the Publisher.
LiveWell Baby is published by ping Healthcare Communications, a division of ping Healthcare Pte Ltd, 20 Sin Ming Lane #0655 Midview City Singapore 573968. Tel (65) 6778-5620.

DISCLAIMER

Although every reasonable care has been taken to ensure the accuracy and objectivity of the information presented in this
publication, neither the publishers, nor their employees or agents can be held liable for any errors, inaccuracies and/or
omissions howsoever caused. We shall not be liable for any actions taken based on the views expressed, or information provided
within this publication. You should seek appropriate professional advice from relevant institutions. We may occasionally use
material we believe has been placed in the public domain where it is not always possible to identify and contact the copyright
holder. If you claim ownership of something we have published, we will be pleased to make a proper acknowledgement. All rights
reserved. Copyright 2012-2015. Printed by SC (Sang Choy) International Pte Ltd. MCI (P) 005/03/2016.
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“My child has hand, foot
& mouth disease (HFMD),
what should I do?”

Sofia Barvin
(Pharmacist,
Watson’s Ngee
Ann City)

infants and children younger than 5 years old. It is self-limiting and usually resolves within a week or so.

What causes HFMD?

Coxsackie virus A16 belonging to a
group of viruses called Enteroviruses is
the common cause. It can be found in an
infected person’s saliva, nasal discharges,
blister fluids and feces, and can spread
easily via close personal contact, coughing
or sneezing and handling of contaminated
objects and surfaces. Viral stool shedding
may last up to 12 weeks even after your
child’s symptoms have resolved. Thus, the
infection can spread even if your child
appears well. To date, cross transmission
between humans and animals has not been
observed.

Signs & Symptoms

They typically show up three to six days
after the initial infection and these include:
•
Fever (usually the first sign)
•
Poor appetite
•
Feeling of unwell
•
Painful mouth and throat sores and
ulcers
•
Non-itchy red rash, sometimes with
blistering, on the palms of hand, soles
of feet and buttocks

Pharmacological Treatment

Treatment is usually aimed at relieving
symptoms. For pain and fever, Paracetamol
or Ibuprofen* may be helpful. Avoid giving
Aspirin to children under 16 years old.
For mouth and throat ulcers, lidocainebased mouth gels or mouthwashes, when
used in accordance to medical advice, are
useful in managing pain. If your child is
6 years and above, Benzydamine* throat
spray, oral gel, lozenges or gargle may also
be used to relieve pain.
*Pharmacy-only medicines.

Management Tips for Parents

Give your child plenty of fluids,
especially during a fever. Cool beverages/
foods such as cold milk, ice water, flavored

ice pops or ice cream and soft foods such
as porridge help soothe mouth and throat
pain. Avoid acidic drinks such as orange
juice or spicy foods as these worsen the
pain. Warm salt water gargles (1/2 teaspoon
salt to 1 cup water) may help to reduce
mouth and throat pain as well.
Minimize spread of HFMD to others by
keeping your child at home until all the
blisters have dried up and the child has
completely recovered. Your child should
not share food/drinks, eating utensils, toys,
books, clothes and towels with others too.
Teach your child good hygiene practices as
follow:
•
Wash hands with soap and water after
visiting the toilet and before and after
eating
•
Cover the mouth and nose when
coughing or sneezing
•
Wear a face mask when unwell
It is important to inform your child’s
school or childcare centre promptly so
that other kids can be monitored closely
for signs and symptoms of HFMD and
additional steps can be taken to minimize
its spread.
Consult a medical professional as soon
as possible if your child has:
•
Seizures
•
High fever that is not lowered by
medicines

•
•

Persistent vomiting, drowsiness or
signs of disorientation
Signs of dehydration such as dry skin
or mouth and decreased urine output

Take Home Message

Although HFMD is an often mild and
self-limiting disease, it can be an unpleasant
their caregivers. Prevention is key. Thus, it is
imperative to inculcate good hygiene habits
in your child during his early years. Check
your child’s temperature and look out
for any mouth ulcers or blisters on hands
daily. If you do observe any of the above,
consult a medical professional for further
examination.

Photos by:
mouth-sores-mediscan.jpg (http://www.cdc.gov/hand-foot-mouth/about/signs-symptoms.html); hand.jpg (https://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/ency/imagepages/2311.htm);
foot.jpg (https://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/ency/imagepages/2312.htm); foot2.jpg (https://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/ency/imagepages/2157.htm)

Disclaimer

Information provided by the article is solely for informational purposes only and is not intended as a substitute for the advice provided by your
physician, pharmacist or other healthcare professional. You should not use the information for diagnosis or treatment of a health problem or
disease. Always speak with your physician, pharmacist or other healthcare professional before taking any medicine or supplement, or adopting
any treatment for a health problem. Under no circumstances will Watson’s Personal Care Stores Pte Ltd be liable to any person for damages of
any nature arising in any way from the use of such information.

editor’s note

As I’m writing this,

I’m reading an article1 about how a

wedding in Bengaluru was called off because of a dispute over biryani.
The bride’s side had apparently offered chicken biryani but it offended
the groom’s family because they prefer mutton. The bride decided that
this biryani war was a reflection of how the groom’s family would treat
her in future, so she called off the wedding.
While this makes me hungry just reading about it, I can’t help but
giggle a little at the absurdity of it all. It seems like such a petty matter
to get angry about when there are bigger things to worry about, like the
issue of premature babies in our feature story this issue. Although no

Oh, and don’t forget to sign your child up for one of the

one will plan to have a preterm baby (otherwise known as a preemie),

LiveWell Baby Championship 2016 competitions because

it’s still important to know the facts on how to nurture these tiny

this year, we are going around the world for 3 days of thrills and spills.

bundles of joy.

Prep your “passport” and get ready for your adventure from 16 to 18

We have (almost) everything you need to know about preemies and

September, 11am to 7pm, at United Square!

useful tips on how to navigate the art of wearing shoes, the baby bottle
debate, etc. PLUS, we have exclusive giveaways to celebrate Mother’s

Day AND the annual line-up of LiveWell Baby Awards 2015/16!

Editor

Like & follow us at:
www.facebook.com/livewell.baby

twitter.com/livewellbaby_sg

LiveWell
Baby
Championship
2016

1

instagram.com/livewellbaby
1. http://www.indiatimes.com/news/more-from-india/wedding-called-off-in-bengaluru-after-fight-over-biryani-134012.html

Discover the latest in health,
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while on-the-go!
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Grab your

letter box
Dear Editor,

free copy

I’ve written to you before, but my letter didn’t get featured so
I thought I will try my luck again to see if my letter can get
published and win me the $50 goodie bag. :)

LiveWell Baby is available free* at:

I just want to say that LiveWell Baby has been really helpful to
me since I got pregnant. My child is now about 1.5 years old,
but I still enjoy reading your articles because they cover so
many aspects of parenting. I also like that you have articles
on how to introduce your pet to your newborn, the dangers
of social media, and even a useful chart on how to address
certain relatives!

NOW!

polyclinics’ pharmacies,
selected hospitals and clinics.

Could you maybe cover a topic on how to handle too much
pampering from grandparents? My child is the first grandchild
in the family so she gets a lot of attention from her grandparents.
Sometimes I think a bit too much. Anyway, thanks for reading
and hope my letter gets published this time!
Chong Huixian
Sengkang East Way

Let’s Hear
From tHe
experts!

To understand better
the art
of prepping your
pets for your
new baby, we got
in touch
with Ms Selina Sebas
tian,
Deputy Executive
Director,
Society for the Preven
tion of
Cruelty to Anima
ls. Here’s
what she has to
say!

We know that it’s
important to prepare
pet dog if a baby
your
is on
about smaller animals the way, but what
terrapins and guinea like rabbits, hamsters,
pigs?

toddling

The same amount
and extent of preparation
would apply to
smaller animals as
well. Animals are
intelligent and have
emotions. They are
sensitive to sights,
sounds and scents
they use, to gather
that
information. The
baby’s arrival will add
some new and very
different sights, sounds
and scents and as
such, it is important
that one introduces
those new elements
the animal, gradually,
to
in a calm and pleasant
atmosphere. Each
time you introduce
something new to
the animal, make the
experiences positive.
Children should also
be taught what not
to do, and signs
to look out for, when
handling animals.
Children possess
inexhaustible energy
and it is important
that they learn how
channel their energy
to
and respect space for
the animal.

When
BaBy
Meets
Doggie

What are some
home improvements
suggest in order
to make home saferdo you
baby and pet?
for both

Baby/pet gates are

useful, when you need

to get work done as

well as to separate
baby and animal. Pet
and baby monitors
useful as you can monitor
are
the situation should
you need to step
away for a while.
Establish a private
and comfortable place
that the animal can
use as a safe retreat.
The “safe zone” should
include a water bowl,
soft towel and the animal’s
bed. Spend some positive
the animal in this special
time with
area every day. If the
animal must be
limited to an area,
it must not be seen
as a punishment.

What tips do you
have for dog owners
pets are not of
whose
the child-fri

endly type?
Each time you introduce
something new to
your animal, make
the experiences positive.
For example, you can
start by making
a tape recording of
baby sounds (gurgling,
laughing, screaming
crying, etc.), and spending
,
some positive, relaxed
the animal, introducin
moments with
g the recorded baby
sounds and allowing
for the animal to get
used to the exposure.
Speak calmly to the
animal, using his/her
name. Repeat these
sessions daily until
the baby’s arrival.
You can also introduce
other elements such
as scents (baby
powder, diaper, etc.),
to the sound sessions
with the supplies
that you intend to
use for the baby. When
the baby is home,
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one if you don’t
nerve-wrecking
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ensure that things
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Our latest issue can also be found
online at our website:
www.livewellonline.info/lwbflipbook

Editor: Second time’s the charm, Huixian! Thanks
and congrats for winning the $50 goodie bag!

If you have something to get off your chest, then write
in to us and you could win a prize! Simply email us
your thoughts with your name, age, address, NRIC,
and phone numbers. All readers who are featured on
this page will receive a special LiveWell Goody Bag
worth $50. Letters may be edited for length or clarity.
EMAIL: lilian@pinghealthcare.com
(subject header: Letter Box)
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feature

Preemie
Miracles
Babies who are born too early have to face various hurdles from
the very beginning. They also need extra tender loving care. Here’s
what to expect with parenting a premature baby, and how you can
meet his special needs – as well as your own. By Jennifer Ho

N

o woman expects to give birth prematurely, yet about
one in ten mothers deliver before 37 completed
weeks of pregnancy. A normal pregnancy lasts for
approximately 40 weeks, which is what is called “full term”, so
the earlier your baby is born, the more he is prone to serious
and even life-threatening conditions.
The World Health Organization breaks up preterm into 3
sub-categories based on gestational age:
• Extremely preterm (less than 28 weeks)
• Very preterm (28 to 32 weeks)
• Moderate to late preterm (32 to 37 weeks)

12

Generally, the further along you are in your pregnancy,
the more likely your baby will do well in terms of health and
development. Thanks to medical advances, however, most
premature babies, or preemies, who arrive after 32 weeks, will
have a better chance of surviving and growing up to be healthy.

Baby, Why, Why, Why?
Doctors have yet to figure out the exact cause of preterm labour,
especially in single pregnancies, though some factors include
infections, cervical weakness, short cervical length, chronic
conditions like diabetes, high blood pressure (preeclampsia),
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and too much amniotic fluid (polyhydramnios), as
well holding a job that requires heavy, physical work or
having a history of miscarriages or abortions.
The timing of your pregnancy and other lifestyle
factors can contribute to a higher risk of preterm labour
too! Premature birth is much more common if the gap
between pregnancies is short, you were underweight or
very overweight at the time you got pregnant, you have
a lack of emotional and financial support during your
pregnancy, but especially if you are carrying more than
one baby.
Unfortunately, preemies have to cope with the world
outside the womb before they are physically ready, thus
they often have health problems such as:
RESPIRATORY DISTRESS SYNDROME: RDS is
a breathing disorder in which the lungs are not fully
developed. Your preemie may need to temporarily rely
on a ventilator or a gentler type of breathing machine
called a continued positive airway pressure (CPAP) that
not only helps him to breathe better but also maintains
adequate oxygen levels in his blood. Before your baby
can be discharged from the hospital and taken home, he
needs to be breathing on his own first.
INFANT JAUNDICE: This usually occurs because the
baby’s liver is not mature enough to get rid of bilirubin
in the bloodstream. As a result, the skin and eyes may
develop a yellowish colour. Blue-light phototherapy is
used to treat jaundice in the hospital. Your baby will be
kept undressed under the phototherapy lights for about
24 hours. After completing phototherapy, he will be
discharged or observed for a rise in bilirubin depending
on individual circumstances.
LOW BODY FAT: Full-term babies are typically chubby

but because your preemie has not built up stores of
protective fat yet, he appears very thin. Moreover, he
isn’t able to generate enough heat to counteract what
is lost through the surface of his body, so he loses
heat rapidly and will get cold even in normal room
temperatures. That’s why your preemie is placed in an
incubator or under a special heating device called a
radiant warmer to keep him warm until he is able to
maintain body temperature without assistance.

As these premature babies grow up, they are at
high risk of long-term complications ranging from
behavioural and psychological problems like attention
deficit hyperactivity disorder to dental problems
like delayed tooth eruption. They are also at risk of
cerebral palsy, impaired cognitive skills, retinopathy of
prematurity, and sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS).

Infections, asthma, and feeding problems are also more
likely to develop or persist.
Nonetheless, every baby is a unique individual, so
not every preterm baby has health problems. At the end
of the day, the extent to which being born premature
will affect their life, strongly depends on how early they
arrive and the quality of care they received in the weeks
that follow after birth.

Bubba’s Needs Are A Priority
Your preemie’s special needs call for special care, so it
is not uncommon for them to spend lots of time in the
neonatal intensive care unit (NICU). Although it hurts
to be apart from your fragile little one, know that he is
getting round-the-clock care.
In fact, you should spend as much time with your
preemie in the NICU as you can. Once you are able to
and his condition allows for it, touch and cradle your
newborn often. Most doctors encourage the “kangaroo
care” approach, where you hold your baby close, directly
between the breasts, and under your shirt. This skinto-skin contact allows him to hear your heartbeat, and
makes him feel safe and secure, which helps his growth.
The physical closeness also maintains your preemie’s
body warmth, promotes weight gain, and reduces stress.

Most doctors
encourage the
“kangaroo
care” approach,
where you hold
your baby close,
directly between
the breasts,
and under your
shirt. This skinto-skin contact
allows him
to hear your
heartbeat, and
makes him feel
safe and secure,
which helps his
growth.
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Of course, kangaroo care is not just limited to mothers to bond
with their newborn; dads can participate in this too.
Another important thing you should do is to try and
breastfeed your preemie as soon as your doctor says it is OK.
Breast milk is great for premature babies because it contains
proteins that promote growth and antibodies that help fight
infections. Sometimes, it may be too difficult for your preemie
to nurse at the breast. In such cases, your midwife or the NICU
nurses will be able to support you and teach you how to express
your milk. They will then feed your milk intravenously or
through a feeding tube that passes through the baby’s mouth or
nose into the stomach.
It is necessary for you to continue pumping to keep your
milk supply up because unlike full-term babies, your preemie
doesn’t have a lot of reserves and needs to eat more often to
catch up with his peers. Aim to pump 8 to 10 times a day.
Alternatively, you can ask your doctor about preterm infant
formulas or breast milk fortifiers if you are really unable to
produce enough breast milk.

Your preemie is also at
a higher risk for sudden
infant death syndrome
(SIDS). It is therefore
important to put him to
sleep on his back, which is
a safety step to reduce the
risk of cot death.
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When it is time to bring your preemie home, you will
still have to take precautions because he is susceptible to viral
infections and breathing complications. For one, never let a sick
person hold your baby. Next, don’t place your baby in a semireclined car seat or any upright positioning devices unless your
doctor has given the green light.
Your preemie is also at a higher risk for sudden infant death
syndrome (SIDS). It is therefore important to put him to sleep
on his back, which is a safety step to reduce the risk of cot
death. You may argue that your baby spent much of his time
lying on his tummy in the hospital, but remember that in the
neonatal unit, he was closely monitored 24/7. You can put your
baby on his tummy when he is awake, though, once his neck
muscles are strong enough.

Mama’s Needs Are Important Too
Besides showering your preemie with extra tender loving care,
you need to take care of yourself, too. Prioritising your selfcare will help you to take the best care of your preemie because
when you are healthy – both physically and emotionally – you
can connect and attend to your baby’s needs better. Feelings of
stress and helplessness will only cause the brain to be unable to
respond to the present situation appropriately.
So, give yourself plenty of time to heal and seek support
whenever it is needed. It is normal to wonder what you did
wrong during your pregnancy, but preterm births occur
spontaneously so it is really anyone’s guess why it happened.
Surrounding yourself with understanding friends and family
will help to ease the overwhelming feelings of guilt and
exhaustion that you may experience.
Furthermore, having to parent a premature baby is a huge
adjustment; so expect to feel joy, sadness, anger and frustration.
Acknowledge your rollercoaster emotions and take it one day
at a time. You and your partner or spouse might react to stress
and anxiety differently, but remember that you are both on the
same team and want what’s best for your baby. Support each
other during this stressful time.
In fact, caring for a premature baby can be more time
consuming and physically draining than you’d think. You need
time to get your energy back in preparation of the challenges
ahead. The usual advice is to eat a healthy balanced diet, and
get sufficient sleep. The latter may be difficult to achieve, but
try to nap whenever possible, or at least take the opportunity to
rest (i.e. not do anything and just close your eyes) even if you
can’t sleep. Exercising or going out for some fresh air can do
you good as well.

Challenge Accepted
Despite the concerns and worries, you got to admit that your
preemie is a fighter to have come this far! Every day may present
a new challenge, but don’t forget to celebrate his resilience and
strength – for every milestone your preemie achieves on his
journey, is a miracle in progress.
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Subscribe to LiveWell Baby and
get a goodie bag worth $30!
Parenting is a full-time occupation that touches on
everything under the sun! LiveWell Baby features expert
advice on children’s health and development, garnered
from careful research and interviews with the best specialist
doctors. Plus, we’ve got well-written, engaging articles on
health, beauty and wellness, guiding you through the stages
of conception, pregnancy, birth and beyond.
Do you enjoy reading LiveWell Baby?

If so, subscribe to LiveWell Baby and you can
have every issue delivered right to your doorstep!
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ADVERTORIAL

Healthy Meals
In A Flip
No.1

#
Steam, blend, defrost and reheat in
just ONE jar for no mess, absolute
recommended
convenience and more quality time
by moms
to spend with your baby and spouse!

Yay!

Your little one is finally
ready to try solid foods and you are
raring to try all the recipes you have
been researching on. But with only
24 hours in a day and an overflowing
schedule, how can you make a
nutritious meal, make less mess in
the kitchen, and spend more time
with Baby?
The new Philips Avent 4-in-1
Healthy Baby Food Maker could just
be the answer to your dilemma. With
just a simple flip of a jar and no

avent_ADV_3.indd 16

transfer of food required, you can
steam, blend, defrost, and reheat
your homemade meals to your
heart’s desire!
Sounds like a worthy investment,
right? But wait, there’s more:

capitalises on this by developing a
unique technology that lets the steam
circulate upwards from the bottom—
making sure all ingredients are evenly
cooked without boiling.

Steam Cooking

Steam-Flip-Blend

Steaming is an easy yet healthy way
to cook your baby’s food because it’s
considered one of the best ways to
retain nutrients. The Philips Avent
4-in-1 Healthy Baby Food Maker

A single jar is all you need to prepare
a nutritious meal. Simply cook the
food by steaming, then flip the jar
over and lock it in to blend the food
to your desired consistency.

14/4/16 12:10 pm

Minimises Food
Contamination

No transfer of food is needed,
so it minimises the possibility of
contaminating your baby’s food.
The Philips Avent 4-in-1 Healthy
Baby Food Maker also comes
with handy containers that allow
fuss-free storage for freezing,
defrosting, and feeding.

Flip It

2

1

Steam It

Blend It

3

4 Meals In One Go

With an impressive capacity of 1000ml, you can plan ahead and save
on prep time by making up to 4 meals at the same time. You can
either serve it immediately or store it in the provided containers and
heat it up later with the easy-to-understand reheating or defrosting
instructions.

Cook For The Whole Family

To save time on preparing your own meals, you can even use your
baby’s food to dress your salad or spice up that plate of stir-fry
vegetables.

Food For Every Weaning Stage

The Philips Avent 4-in-1 Healthy Baby Food Maker supports your baby
every step of his weaning journey. From pureed fruits and vegetables
to meals with a chunkier texture, your baby’s palate can now level up
with ease.

BPA Free*

Both the jar and provided containers are BPA free
so you can use them with absolute peace of mind!

0%
BPA

*

Tasty & Nutritious Recipes

Unleash your inner chef by experimenting with the delicious meal
ideas and recipes that come in a handy booklet for your easy
reference.
With all of the above reasons PLUS a 2-year worldwide warranty,
no wonder the Philips Avent 4-in-1 is such an excellent helper in the
kitchen! Get yours today for just $239 at leading departmental stores,
selected baby speciality shops and hospital pharmacies.
Visit www.philips.com.sg/avent for more information on Philips AVENT products.
# Based on December 2011 TNS online satisfaction survey conducted among more than 36,000 female users of childcare brand and products in
the USA, the UK, France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Poland, Spain, Russia and China.
* Following EU directive (2011/8/EU)
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toddling

Building

Blocks
Of Life
Proteins may have the reputation for building
muscles in the bodybuilding circle, but for
babies, this essential nutrient supports their
growth and development. Be that as it may,
it’s still possible for your baby to have too
much of a good thing. By Lilian Wu

L

ike many nutrients, protein is important to the human
body. For one, it’s considered the building block of life
because it helps to maintain, repair, and make new cells.
Babies usually double their weight by 6 months, so they
need adequate protein to support their rapid growth and
development. Even in toddlers, protein plays a vital role by
strengthening their muscles and supplying their brain cells
with the necessary nutrients.

What Are Proteins?
Proteins are the “Bricks of Life”. After water,
they are the most abundant substance in the
human body—all the muscles and organs
are predominantly composed of proteins.

18

Mother Knows Breast
Breast milk is universally regarded as the ideal source of
nutrients for babies. It’s uniquely suited to the human child
because of its nutritional composition and bioactive factors,
which promote healthy development.
Breast milk also adjusts according to your infant’s everchanging needs. That’s why the World Health Organization1
recommends mothers to breastfeed their child exclusively for 6
months. Breastfeeding is still encouraged up to 2 years of age
or longer if possible, but complementary foods should also be
offered at the same time.

How Much Protein Does My Child Need?
When a baby2 reaches 6 months and up to 1 year of age, parents
may give their child follow-on formulas that typically provide
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a daily protein supply of 15 to 19g. However, on top of the
formula given, parents top up their child’s diet with proteinrich foods like fortified cereals, chicken, yoghurt, and cheese.
As a result, the child may end up consuming too much
protein.
Age Group

Estimated
Weight (kg)

Protein
(gram/day)

6-<9
months

8.5

17

9 - < 12
months

9.5

18

1-<2
years

11

19

2-<3
years

13.5

22

3-<5
years

16.5

25

Source: Health Promotion Board (www.hpb.gov.sg/HOPPortal/health-article/2652)

NUTRITIOUS FOOD

1.
2.

Too Much Of A Good Thing
Many people tend to think of chubby babies as cute. In some
cultures, a fat baby is almost always considered a sign of
prosperity and health—which explains why some older folks
may encourage new parents to “fatten up” their little one.
But as adorable as a chubby baby may be, the weight issue
may become an on-going health concern if it follows him into
adulthood.
For a long time, people have mistaken “fats” to be the sole
contributor to weight gain. But protein can be a critical factor
as well, especially when consumed in excess quantities.

What Happens To Excess Proteins?
Protein, which is one of 3 macronutrients with calorie counts,
is thought to be associated with an increasing number of fat
cells and weight gain as the child grows. In fact, new studies on
protein have shown that excess protein in the baby’s diet may
increase his likelihood of being overweight—leading to obesity
problems later in life.
So remember, too much of a good thing is not always the
best policy. Practise moderation whenever it comes to your
child’s diet!

JUNK FOOD

http://www.who.int/nutrition/topics/exclusive_breastfeeding/en/
The recommended dietary allowance (protein) for a child from 6 to <12 months is 17 – 18g according to the Health Promotion Board: http://www.hpb.gov.sg/HOPPortal/health-article/2652
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ADVERTORIAL

Gentle On
Baby’s Skin
Every Day

Your baby’s skin is as delicate as they
come, that’s why you should only use
the most gentle of products on his skin—
especially those that are free from soap,
colourants, mineral oils, and parabens. But
with so many different brands out there,
how do you know which one is suitable for
baby dearest? The range from Cetaphil ®
Baby may be what you’re looking for.

Why Cetaphil® Baby? 3 simple reasons:
It’s a trusted brand.

With a long and proven track record of providing skincare solutions, Cetaphil
is the number one dermatological skincare brand in Singapore 1. It’s backed by
a well-established dermatological and medical heritage from Europe, and has
been a trusted brand in Singapore for over 30 years.
If generations of families and dermatologists can trust and recommend this
therapeutic line of skincare solutions, so can your little one.

It has smart product designs.

As any parent will attest, using the shampoo or body wash can
be a slippery affair during Baby’s bath time. To counter this
problem, Cetaphil created an easy-grip design for Cetaphil ®
Baby Ultra Moisturising Bath & Wash and Cetaphil ® Baby
Gentle Wash & Shampoo to help parents juggle both baby and
bottle easily—all without breaking a sweat.

It’s free from parabens and mineral oils.

We’ve all heard about the controversy on certain ingredients
and the jury is still out on their effects on our long-term
health. Since your baby is at a vulnerable stage of his
life, it’s important to go as natural as possible. That’s why
Cetaphil uses carefully picked ingredients like Aloe Vera,
almond oil, coconut oil, and Shea Butter to gently pamper,
nourish, and cleanse your baby’s delicate skin.
Dermatologically tested and hypoallergenic with
no harsh ingredients, even paediatricians are
recommending the Cetaphil ® Baby range! 2

1. IMS Index D02A-Emollients & Protectives Market MAT Oct – Dec 2015
2. A total of 200 dermatologists and paediatricians in Germany were surveyed online from February to March 2015.
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Cetaphil ® Baby
Gentle Wash &
Shampoo ($12.90):
The Cetaphil ® Baby Gentle
Wash & Shampoo is an
all-in-one solution for
your baby’s bath time
needs because it gently
cleanses your baby’s
delicate skin and hair
without drying them out.

Cetaphil ® Baby Shampoo with
Natural Camomile ($12.90):
The Cetaphil ® Baby Shampoo
contains soothing camomile to
gently cleanse and protect your
baby’s delicate scalp.

Cetaphil ®
Baby Ultra
Moisturising
Bath & Wash
($12.90) :
The Cetaphil ® Baby
Ultra Moisturising
Bath & Wash marries
soothing Aloe Vera
with ⅓ baby lotion
to form a rich,
lathering wash that
gently cleanses your
baby’s skin.

Cetaphil ® Baby Ultra-sensitive
Baby Wipes ($6.90):
The Cetaphil ® Ultra Sensitive Baby Wipes
harness the benefits of soothing Aloe
Vera, Cotton extract and Vitamin E to
gently cleanse your baby’s skin and guard
against nappy rash.

Cetaphil ® Baby Daily Lotion

($24.90) :

The Cetaphil ® Baby Lotion combines Shea Butter
and Sunflower Seed Oil to gently moisturise and
protect your baby’s skin. Easily absorbed and
pleasantly refreshing, even adults can use it!

Visit http://bit.ly/lwb-babysamples to get your free samples for baby dearest!
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LiveWell
y
b
a
B
Championship
2016

1
Date:

16th – 18th September

Time:

11am to 7pm

Venue: United Square

Are You Ready
To Go Around The
World In 3 Days?

Good day, ladies and gentlemen. This is
your captain speaking. Welcome on-board
Flight LiveWell Baby Championship 2016!
We ask that you please fasten your seatbelts
throughout the flight as we expect a thrilling
line-up of programmes. From interesting
booth activities to exciting on-stage games,
there will be no lack of in-flight entertainment
for the whole family.
I’ll talk to you again before we reach our
destination. Until then, sit back, relax and
enjoy the rest of your flight. And thank you
for choosing LiveWell Baby.

Visit www.facebook.com/livewell.baby or www.livewellbaby.com.sg for more information.
The organiser (the LiveWell Baby team and Ping Healthcare Pte Ltd) reserves the exclusive discretion to amend, add on, delete from, alter, or otherwise
change any rules, terms, and conditions in relation to any contest, activities, and the main event at any time, without notice, if deemed necessary.
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Faces Of The Globe
•
•

LiveWell Baby Universe of the Year 2016

(12 to 24 months)

LiveWell Baby’s Next Top Model 2016

(24 to 42 months)

•

Mini Me

•

Mrs Mommy-To-Be Pageant: The Inside
Out Beauty Edition

(parent-child look alike contest)

The Amazing Diaper Race
•

Crawling

(Group A: 8 – 10 months)

•

Crawling

(Group B: 11 – 12 months)

•

Brisk Walking

(Group C: 13 – 15 months)

•

Brisk Walking

(Group D: 16 – 18 months)

•

Brisk Walking

(Group E: 19 – 23 months)

Calling All Pregnant Moms!
Do you have a face (and
personality) that can launch a
thousand ships? If so, turn the page
for more information on how you
can become one of LiveWell Baby’s
glamorous moms!

Official cord
blood bank:

Official Insurance Company:

Official Nutrition Partner:

Official Sponsor:

Venue Sponsor:

PA P E R P R I N T E D L O G O T Y P E
Pantone Reflex Blue C

Organised by:
PANTONE
Reflex Blue

CYAN

PANTONE
320 C

PANTONE
871 C

Nestlé Logotype, Nest & ®
Pantone Reflex Blue C

MOM & ME Graduation & ®
Pantone Reflex Blue C (0 to 100%)
overprinting Cyan

MOM
Cyan 100%

MOM & ME + Mustache
Pantone 871 C

MOM & ME Shadow
Pantone 320 C at 40%
overprinting
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Mrs Mommy-To-Be Pageant
Who’s gonna be our next Mrs Mommy-To-Be Pageant queen? That’s what we’d like to know
too! Send in the most fashionable photo of yourself (with baby bump & all) along with the
completed entry form.

The top 3 most stylish and confident
moms-to-be will walk away with prizes
worth over $2000 so don’t miss out on
this chance!

Name: 					
NRIC No.: 				
Age: 		

Date of Birth: 		

Name of Maternity Hospital:			
		EDD: 			
Address: 					
			

		

Contact No.:		

		

Email:					
No. of Kids: 				

Rules & Regulations:
1. Mail or email this form with a recent photo of
yourself (non-returnable, at least 300dpi for
emailed pictures).
2. This competition is open to pregnant mothers
residing in Singapore only.
3. Each entry is limited to 1 mother only.
4. Only completed and original forms are accepted.
5. 10 shortlisted mothers-to-be will go through to
the semi and finals on 18th September 2016,
and will be notified via email.
6. Prizes must be taken as provided and are not
exchangeable for cash or other items.
7. The information shown here is subjected to
changes without prior notice.
8. By participating in this contest, the participants
agree to be bound by the rules and regulations.
Non-compliance with or any breach of any of
the Rules and Regulations shall immediately
disqualify the participant from any participation
at any stage of the contest, and any prizes won
shall be forfeited, withheld, or withdrawn at the
organiser’s sole discretion.
9. The judges’ decisions are final and no phone
correspondence will be entertained.
10.All photos entries submitted are non-returnable
and will become properties of LiveWell Baby.
Upon submission, participants agree to grant
LiveWell Baby the right to use the photos and
entry information for all forms of future media
and marketing activities.
Supported by:

Official Prize Sponsor:

Age of Kids: 				
Please complete the entry form and mail it to:
Ping Healthcare Pte Ltd
20 Sin Ming Lane #06-55 Midview City Singapore 573968
OR scan and email to contests@pinghealthcare.com.

LiveWell Baby Universe Of
The Year 2016

Which tiny tot will win over the judges with their cuteness and adorable factor? Hold
your breath as the finalists duke it out on stage to see who will make it to the cover
of the next LiveWell Baby issue!
Age Group: 12 to 24 months (as of 01-08-2016)
Child’s name: 							Gender: F / M
B/C No.: 			Age: 		

Date of Birth:

Name of parent: 							
Address: 								
						Contact No.:		
Email:									
Please complete the entry form and mail it to:
Ping Healthcare Pte Ltd
20 Sin Ming Lane #06-55 Midview City Singapore 573968 OR scan and email
to contests@pinghealthcare.com.
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Rules & Regulations:
1. Mail or email this form with a recent photo of
your baby (non-returnable, at least 300dpi for
emailed pictures).
2. 30 babies will be shortlisted (parents will
be notified by email) and must attend the
preliminary rounds on 16th and 17th September
2016.
3. 14 finalists will be chosen for the finals on 18th
September 2016.
4. All shortlisted and finalist babies should report
punctually at the appointment time and day of
the competition. Latecomers will be disqualified.
5. All entries must reach us by 31st August 2016.
6. The judges’ decisions are final and no phone
correspondence will be entertained.
7. Upon submission, participants agree to grant
LiveWell Baby the right to use the photos and
entry information for all forms of future media
and marketing activities.
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The Amazing
Diaper Race
Entry Category:
Crawling
Cat A: 8 – 10 months
Cat B: 11 – 12 months

Brisk Walking
Cat C: 13 – 15 months
Cat D: 16 – 18 months
Cat E: 19 – 23 months

Child’s name: 							Gender: F / M
B/C No.: 			Age: 		

Date of Birth:

Name of parent: 							
Address: 								
						Contact No.:		
Email:									

LiveWell Baby’s
Next Top Model

Rules & Regulations:
1. Mail or email this form to register.
2. 30 babies will be shortlisted in each category
(parents will be notified via email) and must
attend the preliminary rounds on 16th and 17th
September 2016.
3. 12 finalists will go through to the Finals on 18th
September 2016.
4. All shortlisted and finalist babies should report
punctually at the appointment time and day of
the competition. Latecomers will be disqualified.
5. All entries must reach us by 31st August 2016.
6. The judges’ decisions are final and no phone
correspondence will be entertained.
7. In case of overwhelming response, babies will
be randomly selected.
8. Upon submission, participants agree to grant
LiveWell Baby the right to use the photos and
entry information for all forms of future media
and marketing activities.

Please complete
the entry form
and mail it to:
Ping Healthcare Pte Ltd
20 Sin Ming Lane #06-55 Midview City
Singapore 573968 OR scan and email
to contests@pinghealthcare.com.

Who has the modelling chops to become our
Livewell Baby’s Next Top Model? Only the most
stylish and confident kid to strut their stuff on the
catwalk will walk away with the title!
Age Group: 24 to 42 months (as of 01-08-2016)

Child’s name: 							Gender: F / M
B/C No.: 			Age: 		

Please complete the entry form and
mail it to:
Ping Healthcare Pte Ltd
20 Sin Ming Lane #06-55 Midview City
Singapore 573968 OR scan and email
to contests@pinghealthcare.com.

Date of Birth:

Name of parent: 							
Address: 								
						Contact No.:		
Email:									

Rules & Regulations:
1. Mail or email this form with a recent photo of
your baby (non-returnable, at least 300dpi for
emailed pictures).
2. 20 babies will be shortlisted and parents will be
notified by email.
3. All shortlisted and finalist babies should report
punctually at the appointment time and day of
the competition. Latecomers will be disqualified.
4. All entries must reach us by 31st August 2016.
5. The judges’ decisions are final and no phone
correspondence will be entertained.
6. Upon submission, participants agree to grant
LiveWell Baby the right to use the photos and
entry information for all forms of future media
and marketing activities.

Mini Me

We are on the lookout for kids who look just like their Daddy-O or Mummy
Dearest! Don’t blink as we gather the most dynamic duos on stage to lay
claim to the winning title!
Child’s name: 							Gender: F / M
B/C No.: 			Age: 		

Date of Birth:

Name of parent: 							
Address: 								
						Contact No.:		
Email:									
Please complete the entry form and mail it to: Ping Healthcare Pte Ltd.
20 Sin Ming Lane #06-55 Midview City Singapore 573968 OR scan and email to
contests@pinghealthcare.com.
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Rules & Regulations:
1. Mail or email this form with a recent photo of
you and your baby (non-returnable, at least
300dpi for emailed pictures).
2. This competition is open to parents with
children from 6 months to 4 years old only.
3. 10 pairs of parent and child will be shortlisted
and parents will be shortlisted for the
competition. Each child is entitled to one entry
with one parent only.
4. All shortlisted candidates will be notified by
email/phone by 13th September 2016.
5. All shortlisted candidates should report
punctually at the appointment time and day of
the competition. Latecomers will be disqualified.
6. All entries must reach us by 31st August 2016.
7. The judges’ decisions are final and no phone
correspondence will be entertained.
8. Upon submission, participants agree to grant
LiveWell Baby the right to use the photos and
entry information for all forms of future media
and marketing activities.
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Helping Mums,
Protecting Bums
It’s not uncommon for Baby to get diaper rash—a skin condition that
makes his skin sore and tender. But what’s happening to your baby’s
beautiful skin and is it your fault? Absolutely not. By Lilian Wu
For many parents, diaper rash is
an unpleasant sight. After all, what is
there to love about it? It ravages their
baby’s gorgeous skin and leaves behind
a patchwork of bright red skin all over
his diaper area—which includes the
buttocks, genitals, and thighs.
The baby may also be extra fussy on
the changing table and attempt to reach

inside his diaper in great discomfort. You
might feel guilty because you somehow
think that it’s your fault that Baby has
diaper rash. But guess what? Diaper
rash is a common occurrence that can be
caused by a variety of factors, so there’s
no need to pile on the guilt.

•

•

Why do babies get
diaper rash?
It’s a skin condition where your baby’s
skin gets inflamed from one of the
following factors:
• Prolonged exposure to urine
and faeces in an unventilated
environment like diapers
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•

•

•

Repetitive friction from a tight-fitting
diaper rubbing against the skin
Your baby is starting on new food,
which may affect the pH balance of
his stools or the frequency of his
bowel movements.
Your baby’s skin could be sensitive
to the chemicals in the disposable
diaper or the detergents used to
wash the cloth nappy.
Bacterial or yeast infection, which
usually flourishes in warm and moist
areas. Your child may get a fever and
pus-filled pimples if it’s a bacterial
infection.
If the child or breastfeeding mother
is on antibiotics, it may cause a
yeast infection because such drugs
kill the good bacteria that keep
yeast in check and cause diarrhoea.
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A normal diaper rash will usually
clear up after a few days, but if it
doesn’t or gets worse, then see the
paediatrician for advice.

Is there a way to
prevent diaper rash?
Few babies can escape the torment of
diaper rash for various reasons, but
there are ways to reduce the odds of it
breaking out:
•	Increase frequency of diaper
change: damp skin is more
susceptible to rash-causing enzymes
in your baby’s stools, so you should
make it a point to change his diaper
even if he is not making a fuss
•

How does Bepanthen®
Nappy Rash Ointment
protect my baby’s skin?

It’s a nappy rash ointment that contains
dexpanthenol (Pro Vitamin B5) and is
clinically proven to protect your baby
from nappy rash. All that’s needed to
give Junior relief is a thin, clear, and
breathable layer that is so gentle; it can
be used for every nappy change.

The Bepanthen® ointment contains
Pro Vitamin B5 (dexpanthenol). It
moisturises and nourishes your baby’s
fragile skin so it can heal naturally.
Unlike many ointments, Bepanthen®
doesn’t contain any zinc oxide. Zinc
oxide is a fine white powder that’s
insoluble in water, so it’s usually used
in diaper creams to repel moisture—
which makes it an effective barrier
against the hostile diaper environment.
Prolonged usage, however, may render
cloth diapers virtually useless because

Why Bepanthen® Nappy
Rash Ointment?

zinc oxide could build up on the diaper
and cause it to repel liquids instead of
absorbing them.

What is Bepanthen®
Nappy Rash Ointment?

Clean your baby’s bottom with
warm water instead: if your baby
has sensitive skin, then it may be
more advisable to simply wipe his
bum with cotton balls or washcloths
soaked in warm clean water

•	Set up a barrier after every nappy
change: one effective way to do
this is to apply a thin layer of
diaper cream or ointments like the
Bepanthen® Nappy Rash Ointment
on your baby’s skin, because it helps
to block the allergens from irritating
your baby’s delicate skin.
•	Give your baby’s bum a chance to
be as dry as possible: After each
change, be sure to give your baby’s
bottom a chance to air-dry first. You
can play with him for a while or use
a hand-held fan to dry his bottom if
you’re on the go and can’t afford the
time for air-drying.
•

•	Experiment with different diapers:
you may want to try a different
diaper brand or switch to using a
cloth diaper because such diapers
are less absorbent and thus warrant
more frequent changes.

Loosen that diaper: overly tight
diapers can cause chafing, so
make sure the diaper fits your baby
properly or fasten the diaper as
loosely as possible (but securely, so
it won’t leak)
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A few reasons: Bepanthen® Ointment
is free from ingredients like fragrances,
preservatives, colouring, and antiseptics.
Not only is it easy to apply and remove,
the ointment works in 2 ways to protect
and care for your baby’s skin. It keeps
your baby’s skin healthy and hydrated
with Pro Vitamin B5—which gently aids
in the natural recovery of your baby’s
sensitive skin while keeping it smooth,
soft, and moisturised.
Unlike conventional thick creams,
it has a long-lasting water-in-oil
formulation that helps your baby’s skin
breathe. In fact, a layer is all you need
to protect Junior’s delicate skin from
irritants and abrasions.

Who else can use the
Bepanthen® Ointment?
Mothers who are currently
breastfeeding will find its healing
ability a great comfort for treatment of
sore and cracked nipples. The active
ingredient, Pro Vitamin B5, gently aids
the natural recovery of your skin and
locks in moisture at the same time to
keep it soft, smooth and hydrated.

Where can I get
Bepanthen® Nappy Rash
Ointment?
For a free trial pack and more information,
visit www.bepanthen.com.sg.
Bepanthen® Nappy Rash Ointment
is also available at most Guardian,
Watsons, and NTUC outlets.
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It’s time for yet another LiveWell Baby awards! As always, we are
honouring the baby-related products and services that are worthy of
a parental nod. After all, parents only want the best for their baby—
which explains why most people research extensively online and offline
before even stepping into the store. It’s the same for our LiveWell
Baby awards. We do the legwork and scrutinising first so you’d know
what are the products and services that deserve a second look.
These are the winners that have proven their salt by consistently
committing themselves to quality, value, and reliability. In other
words? We think they rock, and so should you!

LWB52_Awards_intro.indd 28
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COMBI Fealetto
Auto Swing
Parenting Station of The Year

As any veteran parent will tell you, looking after the
baby is a full-time job that requires 100% of your
attention. But with so much to do at home and
work, how can a busy parent hope to accomplish
anything without compromising their child’s safety
and comfort?
Our answer to your baby care woes? COMBI’s
Fealetto Auto Swing—the first auto-swing
parenting station from Japan that is proven to put
94% of babies to sleep within 15 minutes . Specially
designed for children from 0 to 4 years old, the
Fealetto Auto Swing gently rocks Junior to sleep
with the sound of soothing music. There are 7
pieces of calm melodies to choose from and
parents can easily adjust the volume so it’s not
too loud for the little one’s delicate eardrums.
The Fealetto Auto Swing also gives you freedom of
mobility with its 4-swivel wheels design, which allows you
to move the parenting station around with ease. This means
you’d never lose sight of Baby as you go about your daily
chores. Of course, with that kind of freedom, you’d want
the best safety features to keep your precious one from
falling off. This parenting station puts your mind at ease
with its durable 5-point seat belt and wheel locks so you
never have to worry about Baby’s safety. The rubber wheels
are gentle on your floor too, so that’s one less problem off
your weary shoulders.
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those messy food spills. You
can detach the sheets for easy
cleaning or simply give it a good
wipe with a towel.
We are also impressed by its
compact size – it stands at only
36 cm when folded – making it
a breeze to stow the parenting
station in an inconspicuous corner.
Oh, and we absolutely love the spacious
and detachable storage box that allows
parents to store up to 9 pieces of napkins
and other baby care products. Definitely a
shoo-in for our LiveWell Baby awards, if you ask us!

Why we recommend it:
The COMBI Fealetto Auto Swing is that extra pair of hands
that every busy parent need in their life. And the best thing
of all? It’s been proven by research from Combi Corporation
that 94% of babies who use the Dacco Plus seat cushion
fall asleep within 15 minutes! Now, that’s what we like to see
from the parenting station of the year!

Want your baby to feel like he’s in your warm embrace all
the time? Then the height adjustable seat that comes with a
Dacco plus seat cushion will fit him to a tee. It’s a positioning
concept that’s designed to support your baby’s head, back,
and hip in the most optimal position like how it used to be
in Mama’s womb. The backrest, which is connected to the
footrest, can be adjusted to 5 different angles too, so Junior
will always feel comfortable eating or sleeping.
Meanwhile,
mealtimes will
no longer be a
hassle because
the double comfort
sheets on the Dacco plus
seat cushion are super
soft, waterproof and built
to withstand all
* According to research from Combi Corporation, 94% of babies who use the Dacco
Plus seat cushion in auto-swing mode will fall asleep within 15 minutes.

Distributed by:
Tai Sing Corpn. (Pte) Ltd
Tel: 6291 1183 Fax: 6294 2243
www.combi.com.sg
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Graco Pack ‘n Play®
Playard Smart
Stations™
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Playard of The Year

How would you like to have a one-stop hub in the nursery
where your baby can play and nap safely, plus get his
diapers changed? Well, now you can do that with Graco’s
Pack ‘n Play® Playard Smart Stations™. One of the most
popular brands for baby gear, Graco first invented Pack ‘n
Play more than 25 years ago.
It’s a concept that has evolved over the years to become
the smart station that we’ve come to know and love today.
In fact, the playard is convenience at its best because it
allows you to keep your little prince or princess clean and
comfy anywhere in the house. The Pack ‘n Play® Playard
Smart Station™ is the first ever playard to feature a
portable travel bed and changing station.
The portable travel bed looks mightily comfortable, but
what really impresses us is the all-in-one changing station
that is designed to detach with ease and comes with lots
of roomy storage to hold baby essentials like diapers. This
changing station works as a stand-alone contraption as
well, so you can still use it even after you are done with
the playard. The Pack ‘n Play® Playard Smart Station™ also
includes a spacious storage organiser with a removable
hamper. It catches all your baby’s dirty laundry so that’s
one less point of inconvenience struck off the list.
And that’s not all. This smart station
does more than just provide a comfy
napping spot because it has a dreamy
collection of music, nature sounds, and
bassinet vibrations to lure your little
one to sleep. On top of that, it comes
with a soft look-light that allows
you to peek in on Junior while he’s
sleeping so you never have to
fear waking him up by accident
again. There’s an overhead bar
with detachable soft toys too,
which helps to soothe and relax
your baby while he’s in bed.

are more features to
come. Once your child
has grown older, you can
convert the playard into
full-sized one that comes with
an airy mesh on all sides for maximum
ventilation. This is extremely important
because you don’t want your baby to be smothered
and be at higher risk for SIDS. It’s still as portable and goes
wherever you’d like it to be but the playard still meets the
requirements for international safety standards.
But lest you think it’s in a bulky design that won’t fit your
interior décor, well, no worries. The Pack ‘n Play® Playard
Smart Station™ has a sleek and stylish design that will fit
right into your home. The signature Graco® push-button
fold makes it super easy to close and keep the playard when
you don’t need it. It even comes with a nifty carrying bag
that you can pack the playard into so Baby can always rest
comfortably any time, anywhere.

Of course, with innovativeness
that Graco is known for, there
Available at Baby Kingdom, Kiddy Palace,
Spring Maternity, Mums & Babies, NTUC,
OG, Metro and more.
Distributed by:

Puku Singapore

10, Admiralty Street, #06-64 North Link Building Singapore 757695
Tel:+65 65700987
Fax:+65 65700937
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Why we recommend it:
What’s not to love about it?
A portable travel bed and
changing station, roomy
storage with a removable
hamper PLUS it transforms
into a full-sized playard for
when your baby grows older. It
may be handy on the go and packs
neatly into a convenient carrying
bag, but it’s still sturdy enough
to hold your baby in a secure
embrace. Definitely a product we’d
like to stand behind!

Graco Singapore
https://www.facebook.com/GracoSingapore-932078550232542
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Sweetest Moments
Full Month Package Of The Year

2015/16

In the past, the “full moon” or “man yue”
celebrations were a huge deal for a few
reasons. For one, it marked the beginning
of a child’s life in the community and it
was usually the first time the baby would
be presented to the family and friends.
For mums, it would mark the day when
she could finally take her first bath and
wash her hair.
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It’s a little different today, of course, because
of the evolution of traditions but people still
celebrate the first month of a baby’s life
with lots of food and family gatherings.
Among the indispensable gifts that
new parents give their guests are
some cakes, Ang Ku Kueh, and red
eggs. In the past, mothers-in-law would
prepare the necessary, but modern times have
seen the creation of full month packages, like the
ones by Sweetest Moments.
Sweetest Moments was born from the needs of a firsttime mother who wanted a package that balanced both
timeless tradition and personal touch. Needless to say, no one
was offering what she needed at the time so she decided to
step up to the challenge and come up with her own brand—
Sweetest Moments.
But what makes Sweetest Moments so different from
the usual confectionery brands? Well, aside from traditional
favourites like red eggs, Ang Ku Kueh, and glutinous rice,
Sweetest Moments also creates contemporary treats like
Swiss rolls, Mochi, and Confetti Donuts. They are certified
halal too, so parents of all heritages can share their joy with
the deliciously sweet packages.
On top of that, there are loads of adorable themes for
parents to choose from. From cutesy themes such as “Baby
Block” and “Dreamy Owl” to garden-inspired collections
like “Garden Fantasy”, there is no lack of charming choices
for parents and their tiny kiddos. Even celebrities like Fann
Wong and Christopher Lee, Vivan Lai, Yvonne Lim, Mark Lee,
Chen Tianwen, and Ivy Lee only have praises for this born-inSingapore brand. In Fann Wong and Christopher Lee’s case,
they even returned to Sweetest Moments for confectionery
treats to celebrate their son’s 1st birthday. That’s one ironclad
testimonial in Sweetest Moments’ favour if you ask us!
We also love that each full-moon package comes with an
announcement card that you can customise with the picture
of your little precious, a personal message, and even details

like his/her weight and height—all done at no extra charge .
Ordering from Sweetest Moments’ website is also a breeze
because it’s so easy to find what you want. Want gift vouchers
instead? Then you’d be happy to know that redemption is
just as hassle-free. All your recipients have to do is redeem
it online and the gift sets will be delivered to them for free.
With such delightful add-ons, is it any wonder that Sweetest
Moments has once again won the LiveWell Baby Awards for
Full Month Package of the Year?

Why We Recommend It:

We love that Sweetest Moments has the solution to every
celebration, even the smallest ones! You just have to log
on to their easy-to-navigate website and choose from a
wide variety of tasty treats. Oh, and have we mentioned
that the confectionery goodies are freshly baked with no
preservatives every day? That, and the simply irresistible
boxes they come in will definitely impress your friends and
relatives to no end!

Sweetest Moments
28 Tai Seng Street #03-01 Sakae Building Singapore 534106
Tel: 6286 2553 Fax: 6286 2055
www.facebook.com/Sweetest.Moments.sg
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Kiddy
Car Seat
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Car Seat Of The Year

When it comes to little ones, safety will
forever be an important issue that cannot
be neglected. Because your kids are still
too young to understand danger, you
should always be on-hand to watch over
them and supervise their activities. It
might get a little challenging to do that
in a moving car though, which is why a
quality car seat is such an essential item.
Of course, you can’t simply pick a random car seat off
the shelf because it needs to meet the requirements of
international safety standards. If the car were to collide
with an object or another moving vehicle, it will be stopped
suddenly by the impact. Anything that’s not strapped down
properly within the car will continue moving forward and
that includes your precious baby.
Ideally, the car seat you want should have years of
experience of developing ways for children to travel safely—
like Kiddy. With almost 40 years devoted to perfecting
its product designs – from the fabric, shape, fitting, and
accessories – Kiddy has the ideal car seat for a child of any
age and size. The car seats are quick to adjust as your child
grows up too, so that means you get to save money in the
long run and protect Junior at the same time!
So how does it work? Well, its innovative infant carriers
are created with a unique lie-flat technology that allows
your newborn to be transported comfortably in the most
ergonomic position possible. The Kiddy car seats, which
have achieved exceptional safety standards, also enable
your baby to enjoy optimal oxygenation levels and healthy
spinal development while he rests tranquilly on the go.
Another factor to take into consideration is how the car
seat will protect your child in times of sudden impact. Kiddy
car seats are fitted with the Original Kiddy Impact Shield
technology to protect your child in the event of a car crash.
It does this by significantly reducing the risk of serious
injuries to the cervical spine. Such injuries occur because
conventional 5-point harness systems tend to push your
child’s trunk and shoulders into the seat during a frontal
collision. The impact will then cause your child’s neck and
head to sustain large force loads, resulting in what’s known
as the whiplash effect.
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With the Original Kiddy Impact Shield
technology, your child’s upper body can
now move forward more naturally during a
sudden impact. This cuts down significantly
on head acceleration and the forces on the
neck are now reduced by up to 50%. The result? Crash
forces are more evenly distributed within your child’s body
and spread out over the Kiddy car seat’s larger surface
area, which contains special shock absorbing gels.
But what really sets our concerns at ease is the fact
that Kiddy car seats are constantly acing the safety tests
conducted by top European independent consumer testing
laboratories like Stiftung Warentest. It’s even certified
and recommended by Aktion Gesunder Rücken e.V (AGR)
in Germany for being ergonomically designed to protect
your baby’s back and spine so that really earns our stamp
of approval.

Why we recommend it:
Aside from the fact that it’s
certified to be safe and
ergonomically designed for
your child, we also love that
Kiddy car seats come with
a 2-year warranty and an
accident plus replacement
service! This means that if
the Kiddy car seat is ever
involved in a car accident
(touch wood!), you can
return it (with proof of
purchase and police report)
for a FREE replacement of
equal value! After all, you don’t know
if the car seat may have sustained
any damage during the impact
so it’s best to play safe and
exchange for a new one. Sounds
like a worthy investment, right?

Available at Baby Kingdom, Kiddy Palace, Spring Maternity,
Mums & Babies, NTUC, OG, Metro and more.

Showroom:

6 Yishun Industrial Street 1 Northview Bizhub
#08-10 Singapore 768090. Tel:+65 91601477

Puku Singapore

10, Admiralty Street, #06-64
North Link Building Singapore 757695
Tel:+65 65700987
Fax:+65 65700937
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Distributed by:

Kiddy Singapore
www.facebook.com/kiddysingapore
or KIDDY SINGAPORE
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QV Baby
Baby Skincare Of The Year
There’s a reason why it’s not
recommended to use adult
skincare products on your baby.
Such products tend to contain
additives such as fragrances and
alcohol, which aren’t too good
for your baby’s delicate skin. On
top of that, babies love to rub
their eyes so it might irritate
those vulnerable peepers if you
use adult skincare products on
their skin.
That’s why we’re super
excited when Australia’s #1
dermatological skincare brand,
QV Skincare, came out with
QV Baby—the latest range of
skincare products with the trusted formulation that’s free
from soap, fragrance, and irritants. Like its fellow skincare
products from the adult range, QV Baby is designed to cleanse
and moisturise sensitive skin. In fact, it’s so gentle; you can
use it as part of your baby’s everyday skincare regime.
How does it work? Well, the infant skin barrier doesn’t
fully mature until your child’s about 1 year old. In fact,
studies have found that the infant skin is prone to absorb
and lose moisture faster than an adult so skincare support
is needed to maintain healthy moisture levels. To do that,
QV Baby imitates the way your baby’s skin works and
creates a protective barrier of moisture. This helps to
alleviate common baby skin problems such as eczema, dry
skin, nappy rash, and dermatitis.
Inspired by a formulation that has helped families achieve
beautiful skin for over 35 years in more than 25 countries,
the QV Baby range restores suppleness and a healthy glow
to your baby’s skin by locking in its natural moisture for 24
hours*. It’s dermatologically tested too, so you can use it on
your little precious with total peace of mind.
The QV Baby range currently has 4 products to its
name, but in our humble opinion, it’s more than enough
to meet your baby’s every need. There’s the QV Baby
Moisturising Cream that helps to seal in natural moisture
by acting as a protective barrier, QV Baby Bath Oil, which
is a water dispensable formula that gently cleanses and
moisturises the skin, QV Baby Barrier Cream that’s a gentle
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and cortisone-free cream, and last but not least, QV Baby
Gentle Wash, which is a mild hydrating formula for cleaning
your baby’s hair and body.
With such comprehensive products near at hand,
nothing will stand between you and your kiddo again!
After all, skin-to-skin bonding is essential to building the
parent-child relationship and QV Baby helps to narrow the
distance by taking good care of your baby’s skin. If this
doesn’t deserve a thumbs-up, we don’t know what will!

Why we recommend it:

You can’t be too careful when it comes to your baby’s
skincare, which is why we are so impressed with the QV
Baby range. It quite literally understands your baby’s skin
by mimicking the way it works and even forms a protective
barrier of moisture to relieve skin problems like nappy
rash, dry skin, eczema, etc. No
more discomfort from common
childhood skin problems
and more snuggles with
mummy for the win!

* Refers to the QV Baby Moisturising Cream

www.egopharm.com
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My Gym @
Buona Vista

Children’s Fitness Centre Of The Year
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structured format that always has fresh elements.

Children are born with boundless
energy and an insatiable curiosity
to explore the world around them.
As a parent, it is your responsibility
to focus your child’s energy and
channel it into productive action.
One such way is through exercise.
But not just any exercise –
structured exercise.
Research has shown that children
who perform structured exercises
regularly since young tend to have
reduced risks of developing heart
diseases, diabetes and obesity.
Being active is also beneficial for
better brain functions as well as building strong bones and
core muscles1.
Singing the same tune is My Gym @ Buona Vista, which
goes above and beyond to help develop children’s physical,
cognitive and emotional skills through focused strength,
balance and coordination training. All these in a noncompetitive, nourishing, and fun-filled environment!
My Gym’s fitness programmes are split into Parent
Participation Classes and Independent Classes. In the
former, parents of children younger than 3 years of age
are encouraged to participate too. The Tiny Tykes (4-10
months) enjoy a variety of beginning stretches, exercises
and introductory tumbling. Interactive songs, dances,
puppet shows, and a variety of special rides are used to
teach and entertain the Waddlers (10-18 months) as older
Gymsters (18 months to 3 years) develop agility skills in a

For the latter, older children participate in fitness games
and non-competitive gymnastics to develop physically,
cognitively, and emotionally. Terrific Tots (3-4 years) are
taught to listen, follow directions, and cooperate in a group
through structured play and independent exploration while
Mighty Mites (4-5 years) participate in more complex
games and relays to gain strength, flexibility, and agility.
Classes for the Whiz Kids (5-8 years) involve running,
skipping, throwing, and kicking that build confidence,
perseverance, sportsmanship, and team spirit. On the other
hand, Cardio Kids (8-13 years) go through a circuit training
course that combines cardio workout with strength and
flexibility exercises.
Worried about cleanliness and safety? You’ll be glad to know
that the centre maintains an ideal teacher-student ratio
that ensures every child receives individual attention. Not
to mention, the teachers help keep the arenas immaculate
in between sessions, so the centre is always spick and span.
Aside from fitness, My Gym @ Buona Vista can also be a
great venue to celebrate your child’s special day. These
celebrations are hassle-free as the centre takes care of
all the logistics from decoration to cleanup – on top of
providing fun and exciting games, gymnastics,
rides, songs, puppets and other activities.

Why we recommend it:

Enjoy a trial class

My Gym @ Buona Vista is a onefor only $10 when
stop, one-of-its-kind children’s
you present this
fitness centre that not only offers
fun fitness trainings, but also special
page at My Gym @
themed programmes and small party
Buona Vista!
celebrations. We especially like that
the carefully designed, innovative
programmes change each week to adapt
to the child’s growing needs and progress.
Plus, its extensively trained instructors are very adept at
coaching gymnastics, music, dance, sports, and many more.
If you’re looking to kick-start a healthy future for your
little ones, My Gym @ Buona Vista is the place to go!

35, Rochester Drive, Rochester Mall, #03-24/25/26 Singapore 138639
Tel: (65) 6684 9220 Email: buonavista@mygym.com.sg.
Operating Hours: 9am - 6pm (Tues – Sun)
www.facebook.com/mygymbuonavista

1. Educating the Student Body: Taking Physical Activity and Physical Education to School. http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK201497/
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G8 Education
Singapore
Preschool Chain Of The Year
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At Bright Juniors, the programme encourages exploration
and self-discovery, which helps children think of creative
solutions for themselves every day. Children are given
ample opportunities to engage in quality interactions
with their teachers and peers, as well as to participate in
interdisciplinary activities, so they can make meaningful
connections to the real world.

It is important to provide young children with an environment
that is appropriate for nurturing their development, because
these little ones are constantly taking in everything around
them to make sense of the world they live in. Your home
serves as the first place of learning for your child, but since
most Singaporean families have both parents working, it is
not uncommon for young children to spend a large number
of hours in a “new” environment – preschool.
Finding a good fit for your child is thus very important. What
sets G8 Education apart from the other preschool chains is
that it understands that there is no one-size-fits-all model
when it comes to children’s education. The three brands under
its wing – Cherie Hearts, Bright Juniors, and Our Juniors’
Schoolhouse, each customise their preschool programmes
to cater to the diverse learning needs of the children. What’s
more, they work in close and active partnership with the
parents. To us, that checks all the right boxes!
G8 Education Ltd was founded in 2006 and listed on the
Australian Securities Exchange just one year later. It now
owns, operates, and manages over 400 centres across
Australia. Through its Asian subsidiary, G8 Education
Singapore, the company further owns and manages over
40 centres island-wide.

If you are looking for a curriculum that focusses on
biculturalism and bilingualism, consider Our Juniors’
Schoolhouse. Their specialised programme, which
integrates English-Mandarin bilingual education, not only
facilitates creative thinking, problem solving and artistic
expression, but also helps to foster children’s appreciation
for the global world around them.
Did we mention? Cherie Hearts, Bright Juniors, and Our
Juniors’ Schoolhouse are all for health, which means they use
the enhanced Health Promoting Schools (HPS) framework
to implement health promotion programmes for both the
children and staff!

Why we recommend it:
On top of providing quality childcare and education in a
safe and stimulating environment, G8 Education Singapore
also engages dedicated and qualified teachers who are able
to nurture and develop your child’s mind, social skills and
confidence. Parents will appreciate the blend of strong
academic curriculum with creative enrichment and handson activities, which prepares their children for primary
school – and ultimately, for life!

Cherie Hearts prides itself in developing the physical,
intellectual, emotional, social, and language domains of
children from 18 months to 6 years old through their CHILD
approach curriculum. Selected centres also provide infant
care for babies as young as 2 months old. Each of their centres
are purposefully outfitted with high-quality equipment, and
the staff deliver a holistic and purposeful curriculum that
allows children to experience personal success and develop
a joy for learning.

www.g8education.edu.sg
Our Premier Brands:
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Yelly Mat
Play Mat Of The Year
Baby mats are a dime a dozen. You
put them on the floor, your child
plays on it, and that’s the extent
of their function. But what if we
tell you there is a play mat that
not only allows your kiddo to play
comfortably on the floor, but also
learn six languages in the process?
Yep, we are talking about Yelly Mat—
the play and learning mat from Korea.
You know what they say about it being
easier for kids to pick up new languages
before it gets progressively harder after the age
of 10? Well, the Yelly mat takes this concept and runs
with it. By programming 6 languages into it, your child could
be a fluent speaker of English, Chinese, Korean, Spanish,
Japanese, or even Vietnamese! Who knows, maybe even you
can pick up a few new phrases to charm your guests during
parties if you listen to it long enough.
There’s more to it, of course. The play mat itself has
plenty of content to keep your tiny tot occupied while you
dash about doing chores or just sitting and chilling. From
the alphabet and numbers to the names of objects, animals,
colours, days of the week, world travel, and fairy tales,
there is no end to the knowledge that your child can pick
up as he plays on the shock and noise-resistant mat.
But what really makes this play mat special is the fact
that the content is read out aloud by a native speaker
with precise pronunciation. The content and characters
are developed by Far East Cartoon Research Lab and
supervised by a panel of prominent experts such as Dr
Yong-Jin Kim (CEO of World Allbrain Learning Academy)
and Hyoun-Suk Lee (Doctor of educational psychology and
CEO of Young Children English Academy) to help engage
and maintain your child’s interest in learning.
The pictorial puzzles on the mat are also built to apply
the Brain Plasticity Theory and Brain Quotient Development
Theory by David A. Sousa, an international consultant in
educational neuroscience. They help your child learn better
by stimulating his senses of hearing, sight, and touch. Now,
with so many goodies contained within one mat, the content
must be running on some sort of electricity, right? Nope,
the mat doesn’t contain any wire or electrical components
so you can rest easy on that particular concern. In fact,
the Yelly mat comes with a Sound Pen that recognises the
printing on the mat itself to engage your little one every
time he sits down and wields the “pen” of knowledge (which
comes with a 1-year warranty by the way).
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But what really took our breath away is
the fact that the Yelly Mat has content on
not just one side, but both sides of the mat!
You can even add on content with 6 additional
posters (sold separately) if your child is done
with the original mat. As for its quality, you can be
sure that the Yelly Mat is made from materials that are
free from hazardous chemicals. In fact, the water-based
urethane coating that’s applied to the PVC mat protects it
from scratches without harming your child’s delicate skin.
Aside from passing tests on durability and heat resistance
with flying colours, the Yelly Mat is also able to maintain its
soft cushiony self even after multiple uses.
And there’s more, the manufacturers took child safety
a step further by designing a high-frequency finishing
for the edges of the mat so it keeps your little one from
tripping over and sustaining unnecessary bumps. If there
is just ONE mat you have to buy for baby dearest, get the
Yelly Mat because it’s like a teacher and play mate all rolled
into one amazing mat.

Why We Recommend It

Before the Yelly mat, we never knew a play mat could
accomplish so many things! From learning 6 languages
to picking up knowledge on a wide variety of subjects,
we are impressed all the way to our toes by the quality
of this educational mat. It may be more expensive than
a conventional baby mat but it gives you big bang for
your buck. Plus it occupies your kiddo for hours on end,
and that, in our opinion makes it an
invaluable product for discerning
parents like you!

Available at: thelittleonesinmylife - www.TLO.com.sg
208 Hougang Street 21 #02-201 Singapore 530208 (Kovan MRT)
www.facebook.com/TLO.com.sg
Niche Babies- Square 2 (Novena MRT) 10 Sinaran Drive, #03-91 Singapore
Yelly FB: www.facebook.com/Yellymat
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Haenim UV
Steriliser
UV Steriliser Of The Year
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If you are a fan of all things Korean (hello, Descendants
of The Sun!), then you’ll be happy to know that the new
generation UV Steriliser/Dryer from Haenim is in town! But
what’s so special about this steriliser? Well, it uses UV
rays to sterilise up to 99.9% of harmful bacteria on your
baby’s bottles and other accessories. On top of that, it
dries them with a PTC heater so they are never given the
chance or moist conditions to grow mould.
So, just what’s the big deal about sterilising your
baby’s bottles and assorted accessories? Isn’t it just
enough to wash them with hot soapy water? Well, that
would do the trick of killing the bacteria that are lurking
around but do you make sure they are thoroughly dried
before putting them away? Your baby is still at the stage
where he’s most vulnerable to illnesses caused by bacteria
and viruses that may have taken residence so it’s best to
make sure the things he uses are properly sterilised and
dried.
You can’t really achieve a completely germ-free
environment, but you can make it as safe as possible with
the help of the Haenim UV Steriliser/Dryer. And the good
news for frazzled parents with no time to spare? This
steriliser is spacious enough to accommodate up to 16 milk
bottles, teats, pacifier, breast pump accessories, teethers,
soft toys and even household products like spoons, bowls,
toothbrushes, and combs!
But before you worry about the efficiency of the
Haenim UV Steriliser, put your concerns at ease. This
capable steriliser is equipped with a dual OSRAM UV lamp
so it can disinfect your items with the UV might of the
Sun. Its coverage is almost perfect, which means it kills
up to 99.9% of bacteria. The steriliser excels in the drying
department too; especially with the in-built PTC ceramic
heater that makes sure your baby accessories are totally
dry. No more tough washing sessions at the sink for hours
just to make sure everything is properly disinfected!
On top of its awesome sterilising and drying abilities, the
Haenim UV Steriliser/Dryer gives you precious storage space
with an auto-sterilising function that turns on every 2 hours.
Oh, and you needn’t worry about the use of nasty chemicals
to clean your items because the Haenim UV Steriliser/Dryer
has absolutely no endocrine disrupting chemicals.
It’s easy to maintain too; all you have to do is wipe it
with a clean damp cloth and you are all set to go. Only the

dual OSRAM UV lamp needs replacing and that’s only on
an annual basis. Other than that, you can use the Haenim
UV Steriliser/Dryer for as long as you need—even when
your baby has grown up to be a mischievous toddler! After
all, you can still use it to sterilise and dry other household
items. With all these awesome features and more, aren’t
you glad that we are recommending this to you as the UV
Steriliser of the year?

Why We Recommend It
Since your baby is at
that stage where he’s still
vulnerable to illnesses
caused by bacteria and
viruses, it’s important for
you to sterilise almost
everything he uses. The
Haenim UV Steriliser/Dryer
not only disinfects and dries
your baby’s accessories
almost perfectly; it works
on household items like
bowls too! It’s also very
pretty with 6 colours (black,
silver, pink, blue, yellow,
green) to choose from, so
what’s not to love, right?

Available at:
thelittleonesinmylife - www.TLO.com.sg
208 Hougang Street 21 #02-201
Singapore 530208 (Kovan MRT)
www.facebook.com/TLO.com.sg
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Sole distributor: thelittleonesinmylife (www.TLO.com.sg)

Niche Babies
Square 2 (Novena MRT)
10 Sinaran Drive, #03-91 Singapore
Haenim FB: www.facebook.com/Haenim.sg
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Cryoviva

Cord Blood Bank Of The Year
There’s a reason why we buy life
insurance. It helps to safeguard our
future financially so that in the event
of any accident or unexpected need for
medical attention, our wallets won’t
suffer an irreparable damage. The
same goes for cord blood banking.
It retains the extra blood from the
placental side of the umbilical
cord and stores for future
medical eventualities such as
transplants for various blood and
immune system related diseases
as well as metabolic disorders.
You might think: why do I need
to store my child’s cord blood?
Aren’t modern medical treatments
advanced enough to help him
or her? Well, that may be true,
but wouldn’t you like to increase
your child’s chances of getting
better in case certain diseases
strike them? Cord blood has a high
concentration of haematopoietic
(blood-forming) stem cells, which are precursors to blood
cells. They contain all the important parts that make up
your blood, including red blood cells, white blood cells,
plasma, and platelets.
These stem cells are also similar to those found in an
adult bone marrow, but tend to have a higher capacity
for regenerating and repairing than a typical adult bone
marrow stem cell. Their antigenic representation is much
weaker than adult stem cells as well, so this means there is
a lower risk of developing graft versus host disease—where
cells transplanted from a genetically different donor attack
the recipient’s body.
For this reason, the stem cells from your child’s cord
blood are increasingly considered to be reliable alternatives
to treating different types of blood and immune system
related diseases. Storing the cord blood in family banks also
means that your other loved ones who develop metabolic
and selected genetic disorders may get to enjoy the full
benefits of stem cells. This is because the chances of a
HLA (Human Leukocyte Antigen) match are much higher
compared to an unrelated donor.
It sounds like quite a worthy investment to make, right?
Storing your child’s cord blood not only potentially saves
your child’s life, it safeguards your family’s health and gives
you much-needed peace of mind. But like insurance, you
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need a reliable partner that offers
world-class services in cord blood
banking and that’s where Cryoviva
Singapore comes in.
Cryoviva Singapore is equipped
with the world’s most renowned
technologies, which includes the
latest Fully Automated Cord Blood
Processing System (Sepax-2). This
enables users to maintain samples in
their purest form, which maximises cell
recovery in turn and results in better cord
blood transplant outcomes. The facility
in which your baby’s cord blood sample is
processed and stored is highly accredited too,
so you never have to worry about a thing.
On top of that, we are impressed by the fact that
Cryoviva Singapore takes really good care of its users when
they need it the most. For instance, it waives off their
future contract payments, should one spouse passes away,
or suffers from partial or total disability. Cryoviva also
undertakes the complete cost of HLA resolution typing and
Colony-forming unit (CFU) Assay (for viability) to ensure
the suitability of the Cryopreserved Cord Blood Unit before
a Haematopoietic Stem Cell transplant so that’s total peace
of mind right there!

Why We Recommend It

Cord blood banking is vital to safeguarding your child
and family, but like insurance, you need a reliable partner.
Cryoviva Singapore fulfils that and more with its TOTAL
VIVA PROTECTION—a series of benefits designed to protect
its clients against present and future health conditions.
Aside from being equipped with the latest technology to
maintain samples in their purest form, Cryoviva Singapore
has a 100% repayment plan on retrieval cases when you
preserve your baby’s cord blood with them. It supports you
even if your spouse passes away, or suffers from partial or
total disability by waiving off future contract payments.
In short, Cryoviva Singapore takes care of you when you
most need it and that’s why it’s earned its place in our hall
of fame!

Hotline 8339 8482

www.cryoviva.com.sg
facebook.com/cryovivasingapore
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Hyland’s Baby
Vitamin C Tablets
Baby Supplement Of The Year
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A nutrient that your baby needs, but
whose body cannot produce its own, is
vitamin C.
Vitamin C is crucial because
it plays a major role in immune
function, wound healing, and collagen
synthesis. It not only helps to form
and repair red blood cells, bones, and
tissues, but also strengthens gums
– all of which are essential for the
proper growth and development of
your baby. What’s more, adequate
vitamin C intake improves iron
absorption, so it goes without saying
that you should include vitamin
C-rich foods in your baby’s diet.
Now, the recommended dietary
allowance (RDA) of vitamin C1 for
babies 12 months old and younger
is 35-45mg. This increases to 50mg
per day when they are between
1 and 3 years of age. If you are
breastfeeding, your milk offers all
the vitamin C your baby needs for
the first 4 to 6 months of his life – as
long as you are not deficient in vitamin C. Then when solid
foods start to take over as the main source of nutrition, a
regular balanced diet should help your little one meet the
RDA of vitamin C.
For bottle fed babies and picky eaters, however,
meeting the vitamin C requirements may be challenging,
especially if they are no longer consuming enough breast
milk or formula to support their needs. Sometimes, eating
an unbalanced diet may cause vitamin C deficiency as well.
While vitamin C is readily available in most fresh fruits
and vegetables, there is no merit in feeding your child all at
once because the body cannot store vitamin C. Too much of
a good thing can be bad; large doses of vitamin C can also
lead to nausea, diarrhoea, kidney stones, and inflammation
of the stomach lining. A better way to go about it is to take
supplemental vitamin C!
Hyland’s Baby Vitamin C Tablets is “just right” as it
only contains 25mg of vitamin C that comes in a delightful
lemon flavour. Despite its small dosage, it packs a punch
by delivering 71% of the daily value for children under 12
months, and 63% for children between 1 and 3 years.

Moreover, its natural formula is specially formulated
with natural active ingredients. This means that there is no
addition of artificial flavours, dyes or parabens, so is safe
for little tummies.

Why we recommend it:
Unlike the ascorbic acid form of vitamin C, each tablet
contains vitamin C as sodium ascorbate, which is gentler
on the stomach without causing gastric discomfort. The
tablets are quick dissolving too, so it melts instantly in the
mouth and won’t pose a choking hazard – appropriate for
newborns and infants!
1. http://www.hpb.gov.sg/HOPPortal/health-article/2652
Always consult your Paediatrician before giving any medicine and or dietary supplement.
Always read and follow directions.
*The uses for our products are based on traditional homeopathic practice.
They have not been reviewed by the Food and Drug Administration.

Aussie Health Retail Shop
One@KentRidge, NUH Medical Centre
1 Lower Kent Ridge Road #01-27 Singapore 119082
Tel: 6245 2926
Email: operation@aussiehealth.com.sg
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Available at 1010 Mother and Child Essentials,
VitaKids, and selected Guardian Stores
(Paragon, Parkway, Jurong Point, Causeway
Point, Century Square).

www.aussiehealth.com.sg
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ColimixTM Syrup
Infant Colic Relief Of The Year
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•

Baby refuses to be comforted with anything

•

Baby’s face may flush or turn bright red

•

Baby clenches hands into tiny fists and arches back while
crying

•

Baby has a bloated tummy and may pass gas or spit up

•

Baby appears to be healthy when not in a crying fit

The good news is that colic usually resolves on its own
by the time baby dearest reaches 3 or 4 months old. But
in the meantime, watching your colicky baby cry is heart
wrenching, not to mention exhausting.
All babies cry – it’s their main and only form of expression
to communicate their needs. Yet, about 1 in 5 babies start
crying suddenly for no apparent reason, in a pattern that
follows the “rule of three” –
•

Lasts for more than 3 hours at a stretch

•

Occurs more than 3 days a week

•

Persists for at least 3 weeks

If you find yourself in such a situation, welcome to the
baffling world of colic. Colic is more than just excessive
crying. In addition to the telltale signs mentioned above,
there are other symptoms such as:
•

Crying occurring at the same time every day, usually
in the late afternoon or evening

•

Crying continues even after being fed and
changed

•

Crying sounds more like a high-pitched
scream than a normal cry

Thankfully, you don’t have to try in vain to soothe your baby
or feel frustrated and guilty anymore with ColimixTM Syrup.
This pharmaceutical grade medicine is an antispasmodic that
relaxes the intestinal muscles, which prevents spasms from
occurring. It also effectively releases trapped air (flatulence)
to help relieve infant colic, wind, and abdominal discomfort.
As a matter of fact, the delicious fruity mix of orange and
banana that ColimixTM Syrup comes in would have to be
the icing on the cake. This tasty fruity concoction not only
makes it easier for baby to swallow, it’s also a flavour adults
will love!

Why we recommend it:
Just when we thought there’s no way of
handling another uncontrollable crying
fit, Xepasp gives us ColimixTM Syrup. It’s
truly a godsend, easing baby’s pain
and supporting exhausted parents
through the first (and maybe worst)
major challenge of parenthood.
Really, what more can you ask for?

Available at pharmacy
outlets & clinics:
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KilGerms KP800
& AirCleanser

Air Cleanser and Water Sterilizer Of The Year
Over recent years, people have become increasingly
concerned with air quality and germs – no thanks to the
haze. Yet there haven’t been many effective methods to
suppress airborne bacteria, viruses and allergens, especially
those that exist in large spaces. Filtration can only remove
certain size particulates and airborne germs but not fine
dust or viruses. Furthermore, filtration system tends to
trap germs, which could be harmful.
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So, imagine our delight when KilGerms International
developed the ultrasonic AirCleanser, which removes
viruses, bacteria, allergens, fine dust, and odour without the
use of any chemicals! This heavy duty air cleanser is also
dubbed the “Germs Washer”, because when used together
with KilGerms KP800 Water Sterilizer, it produces a longlasting, electrolysed Nano mist that envelopes the room
and “washes” all the fine haze particles or dust away, and
eliminates germs in 30 seconds.
The KilGerms KP800 has been tested and certified
by TUV PSB Singapore to be 99.999% effective against
a broad spectrum of fungi, bacteria and viruses, such as
Hand Foot & Mouth Disease, H1N1, and influenza. This
disinfectant is produced from a dilute saline solution, thus
is eco-friendly, non-toxic, and safe for the whole family.
Another winning feature of the antimicrobial solution is
that it is food safe. From baby care products to vegetables
and meat, it can deodorise and disinfect virtually any
surfaces. As a matter of fact, it is used as the standard
solution for disinfecting fish and shell foods before they
are imported to Japan for consumption. How impressive!
And that’s not all. The electrolysed cleansing mist
also works to relieve dry air discomforts by
maintaining a comfortable indoor humidity.
This means that people with allergies,
asthma, sinusitis, cold and flu, and even
snoring problems may find it easier to
breathe whenever the KilGerms AirCleanser
is turned on. What’s more satisfactory,
especially for the beauty conscious, is
that it can hydrate the skin better to
prevent skin ageing!

to eliminate airborne viruses, moulds and bacteria – till
KilGerms KP800 & AirCleanser came along that is. Thanks to
the hypochlorous technology, there is now a next generation
eco-friendly disinfectant that can stop germs in their
tracks, minimising the transmission of infectious illnesses.
We particularly like that it doubles as a
hand sanitiser – but more so that it can
be used to complement existing air
filtration systems, so you don’t have
to break the bank to enjoy fresher,
germ-free air and an odour-free
environment!

Why we recommend it:
Never has there been a product
in the industry in Singapore to
use tap water and saline solution

KilGerms International Pte Ltd

Pioneer and Leader in Water Sterilizer
8, Jalan Kilang Barat, #05-05 Central Link, Singapore 159351
Tel: 6684 3138
www.kilgerms.com
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Beauty Mums
& Babies
Mums & Babies’ Wellness Care Of The Year
Pregnancy can be a wonderful experience, but for some
mothers, it could be mired with various bodily discomforts.
Luckily, all these can be managed with the right care and
wellness regime, like the one offered by Beauty Mums &
Babies. To give mothers and their babies a well-rounded
experience from pregnancy to postpartum care, Beauty
Mums & Babies adopts a unique approach to improve both
mind and body.
First up, workshops to enrich the journey of pregnancy
and baby care. Since knowledge is power in itself, Beauty
Mums & Babies organises several workshops on essential
topics like how to be a healthy mum, breastfeeding tips,
baby first aid, and DIY baby massage techniques. These
workshops aim to equip parents-to-be with the necessary
tools and information for their child’s upcoming birth and
the first 12 weeks after that so they’d know what to expect.
Next, but just as important: classes and therapies to
improve the physical and emotional well-being of both
mums and babies. As all pregnant mums know very well,
body aches are part and parcel of the process, but why
endure the discomfort when you can have therapeutic
massages to help ease them? Receiving massages
throughout your pregnancy is a wonderful way to nurture
your body and the baby within. Not only do such therapies
leave you feeling utterly relaxed from head to toe, they also
alleviate tension on your back, shoulders, neck. They even
reduce fluid retention on your feet and legs, so it cuts down
on the swelling that often plagues mothers-to-be.
Mothers after childbirth are not forgotten either.
The lymphatic massage uses a combo of light to medium
strokes to remove dead cells, waste products,
bacteria, viruses, and fats from body tissues
to be neutralised in the lymph nodes. This
increases the lymph flow and is
particularly helpful for those who
are suffering from a sluggish immune
system or lack of energy. In fact, mothers
who had undergone the caesarean delivery
are encouraged to try the lymphatic massage
for overall well-being.
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awareness of their physical movements on baby dearest
while the mother-baby sessions help the little one to
develop their motor skills. And of course, babies get to
enjoy their very own spa, massage, and tuina for incredible
physical, emotional, and cognitive health gains.
Last but not least, facials to give the mother a muchneeded glow during and after pregnancy! We love that the
products used are free of chemicals and are totally safe
for any stage of your pregnancy. Even skin that is suffering
from the effects of hormones wrecking havoc can enjoy
absolute relief from the latest skincare technology and
proprietary Botanical Essence products.

Why We Recommend It
Carrying a baby to term isn’t exactly a stroll in the park,
that’s why having the right care and wellness regime is so
important. We like that BMB tries to cover all the bases by
organising workshops to enrich the mind on top of their
comprehensive healing regime that includes massages, yoga
classes, and facials. You can even sign up for
a one-to-one session with one of their
experienced lactation consultants to help
you learn the art of correct latching for a
smooth start to a life with baby dearest!
With so many pampering and healing
sessions in store for both mother
and child, is it any wonder BMB has
made it to our LiveWell Baby Awards
this year?

Want something that not only eases your
pregnancy discomfort, but also nurture the
bond between you and your baby? Well,
then you ought to try out the
yoga classes. Pregnant mums
can enjoy an enhanced

Outlet@Paragon: 290 Orchard Road
#05-02 & #14-11/12 Singapore 238859.
T: 6235 0688/6235 5990

Outlet@Seletar Mall: 33 Sengkang West
Avenue #03-31/32 Singapore 797653.
T: 6702 6616/6341 6101

www.beautymumsbabies.com | Facebook.com/beautymumsbabies | enquiry@beautymumsbabies.com
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Roster of Winners
COMBI
Fealetto Auto Swing

Yelly Play Mat

Play Mat Of The Year

Parenting Station of The Year

Graco Pack ‘n Play
Playard Smart Stations™
®

Playard Of The Year

Haenim UV Steriliser
UV Steriliser Of The Year

Cryoviva Singapore

Cord Blood Bank Of The Year

Sweetest Moments

Full Month Package Of The Year

Hyland’s Baby
Vitamin C Tablets

Kiddy Car Seat

Baby Supplement Of The Year

QV Baby

Infant Colic Relief Of The Year

My Gym, Bouna Vista

Kilgerms KP800 &
AirCleanser

Car Seat Of The Year

Colimix™ Syrup

Baby Skincare Of The Year
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Of The Year

Air Cleanser and Water Steriliser
Of The Year

G8 Education Singapore

Beauty Mums & Babies

Preschool Chain Of The Year
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toddling
1

Fabrics made from bamboo are believed to be antibacterial
due to their bacteriostatic and anti-bacterial qualities. This
means they can stay fresh for longer and are more naturally
resistant to odours.

2

Bamboo is one of the fastest growing plants in the world
and it tends to yield more per hectare, making it an
incredibly sustainable source of raw materials.

3

For people with sensitive skin or who are prone to allergies,
bamboo fabric is a wonderful choice because it’s super soft
and non-abrasive. In fact, it’s so soft that it’s been compared to
the luxurious cashmere.

4

Thanks to the porous nature of bamboo fibre, bamboo
fabrics are remarkably breathable and cool to the touch.
This is a godsend especially in tropical Singapore where the
weather can be extremely hot.

5

As much as it will keep your babies cool during the hotter
months of the year, bamboo fabric is known to provide
warmth on cooler days as well. That’s because it’s a natural
thermal regulator to your body temperature.

9 Reasons

Why Your Baby
Should Wear Bamboo
When it comes to babywear, the last
thing you want is for it to irritate your
baby’s delicate skin. While cotton is a
wonderful fabric in itself, there is one
other eco-friendly option parents can
turn to: bamboo. Here are the top 9
reasons why you should check it out.
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6

Does your baby sweat a lot when he sleeps? Then you’d be
happy to know that bamboo fabric has a moisture-wicking
property that draws sweat away from the skin and keeps your
baby cool all night long.

7

Bamboo fabric is extremely versatile and lightweight so
you can find it in the form of blankets, babywear, and even
cushion covers for babies.

8

The hypoallergenic nature of bamboo fabric is believed to
be gentler on your baby’s skin, especially if it’s prone to
eczema, because it has an anti-static quality that makes it less
clingy on your baby’s skin.

9

It’s extremely durable and is able to withstand multiple
washes without losing its quality, so you can pass it down to
the next sibling and save the money for other more important
things like health insurance!
With so many benefits in its favour, it’s no wonder bamboo is
fast becoming the face of sustainability and silky comfort. So
are you seriously considering it yet?
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The Baby
Bottle Debate
With scary new evidence on BPA-free plastics being
just as hazardous as BPA, are your baby’s bottles still
safe to use? Jennifer Ho sifts through the sensational
to determine the truth.

F

or years, BPA was used in
polycarbonate plastics and
epoxy resins to harden plastic,
keep bacteria out of food, and prevent
rust. However, some research showed
that BPA can leach out of the bottle or
container and into the liquid or food
that’s in contact with the plastic, causing
a long list of serious health problems
including childhood asthma, obesity,
diabetes, and even the early onset of
puberty!
Babies and young children are at
greatest risk because of their immature
organ systems and fast growth. The U.S.
Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
then banned Bisphenol A (BPA) in the
manufacture of baby bottles, sippy cups,
and infant formula packaging in 2012
and 20131.
So – problem solved. Or was it?

there are certain measures you can
take to reduce your child’s exposure
to BPA and other toxic chemicals. For
one, check the bottom of the bottles
and containers when buying plastic.
The numbers not only tell you what
chemicals were used in the plastic, but
also how likely the plastic is to leach,
and ultimately how safe is the plastic.

The Seven Codes

This stands for
polyethylene
PET
PETE terephthalate.
Most soft drink, peanut butter, salad
dressing, and water bottles are made
or

of #1 plastic, which is considered
relatively safe. This clear plastic is
known to have a porous surface
that allows bacteria and flavour to
accumulate, so it’s recommended not
to reuse disposable bottles that aren’t
meant to be used more than once.
This stands for high-density
polyethylene. It is used for
HDPE most milk jugs, juice bottles,
yoghurt tubs, and toiletries bottles. To
date, #2 plastic has low risk of leaching
hormone-disrupting chemicals or any
substances that may cause cancer. It
is safe to reuse these opaque plastic
bottles after finishing with the original
contents.
This stands
for vinyl or
V
PVC polyvinyl
chloride. It is used to make food wrap,
cooking oil bottles, and plumbing pipes.
This tough plastic contains phthalates,
which interfere with hormonal
development and may have adverse
effects on airways and immunologic
systems. #3 plastic is also not considered
safe to cook food with, especially in a
microwave oven.
or

Life in Plastic, It’s Chaotic
Further studies were done on BPAfree plastics, which found that the
other chemicals used to replace BPA
might be just as bad. Their effects
on health appear to be similar to
BPA, and sometimes even worse!
Although the controversy over
the safety of plastics still remains,
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This stands for low-density
polyethylene. These lightweight
LDPE plastics are often used in
packaging for bread wrappers and frozen
food, grocery bags, thrash bags, container
lids, and squeezable bottles. LDPE is
considered a low hazard plastic, so is safe
to reuse within reason. However, these
plastics are thin films, so they can melt
or emit toxic chemicals if exposed to high
temperatures, including the microwave.
This stands for polypropylene
plastic, and is used for some
toys, baby bottles, drinking
PP
straws, yoghurt tubs, margarine
containers and medicine bottles. #5
plastic is considered one of the safer
plastics to look for.
This stands for polystyrene,
or Styrofoam. It is used for
egg cartons, meat and poultry
PS
trays, disposable plates, cups, bowls
and cutleries. #6 plastic poses a health
risk, especially when heated, as styrene
can leach from polystyrene. Styrene has
been linked to cancer and can act as
a neurotoxin in the long term. This is
another plastic you’ll want to avoid.

The nastiest plastic of all.
This category describes
other plastics that are made of a
resin other than the above-mentioned
6 types, or plastics made from any
combination of the standard 6 plus
other resin types. Polycarbonate falls
into this category, including some baby
bottles and food storage containers that
resist staining. #7 appearing on plastic
containers also indicate that they may
be made of a BPA-containing plastic.

the only bottles on the
global market to achieve

www.purastainless.com

To Use or Not to Use?

It seems the new standard for plastic
safety is “EA-free”, which stands for
estrogenic activity free, and refers to
products that are free of BPA as well as
other chemicals that mimic the hormone
oestrogen. Ultimately, until we have
some idea of the exact chemicals that
are added in all stages of making the
final product, we will not be able to
determine the safety of any plastics.
If possible, cut down on plastics and
stop using it completely. A good rule of
thumb would be to opt for leach-free
materials like glass, porcelain or stainless
steel instead.

1. http://www.fda.gov/Food/IngredientsPackagingLabeling/ FoodAdditivesIngredients/ucm355155.htm

PURA is the only 100% plastic-free feeding system in the market
that uses international food-grade stainless steel and hospitalgrade silicone in every of their bottles. Plastic has been proven
to leach toxins, so these bottles are not only plastic-free, but
also BPA- and EA-free. Plus, one bottle can be used for years
just by swapping the silicone top, so it literally grows with your
child from babyhood to toddlerdom!

www.kidzloft.com

$10 off

Pura Products

min. $80 purchase
Coupon Code: Pura10off
* valid till 30 June 2016

www.kidzloft.com
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The

Shoe
Affair

How can you ensure that your child’s
precious feet are given room to grow to
their full potential? We start from where it all
begins: the shoes.

S

hoes may be a girl’s best friend, but the prettiest shoes
aren’t always the most comfortable. An ill-fitting pair
of shoes in your child’s case, however, could mean toe
problems, ingrown nails, and malformed feet. After all, your
little one’s feet have yet to reach their full potential. In fact,
they are still growing—which is why it’s so important for you
to buy shoes that actually fit them.
If your baby is just learning how to walk, the ideal policy is
to let her walk freely without shoes. The human foot at birth is
actually a mass of cartilage, which eventually ossifies to become
the 26 bones in an adult human foot. This process won’t be
complete until the child is around the age of 18.
Your child’s feet will grow exponentially over the first 5
years of her life. Between ages 1 to 3, you can expect her feet to
grow as much as 1.5mm in length every month. Her feet will
be rather flat at first but you should be able to see what kind of
foot shape she has by the time she turns 2.
Of course, not every child will develop at the same pace so
don’t be alarmed if your child has smaller or bigger feet than
her peers.

When can I buy my toddler her first
pair of shoes?

You may be raring to buy your tiny tot that cute pair of shoes
you saw on the shelves, but do allow your child’s feet to
develop as naturally as possible. This means letting her walk
barefoot at home, until she is confident enough to take on the
outdoors on her own two feet.

48

By then, you can probably buy
Junior her first pair of shoes, but
remember to let her go shoe-free at
home as much as possible.

Why barefoot?

Your child’s feet are still a mass
of soft flexible cartilage that she
must develop in order to transform
into the adult feet like the ones you have. By
going barefoot, your little one can exercise her muscles
without limitations. You can even encourage her to
stretch and flex her muscles by tickling those tiny feet.
A constricting pair of shoes may apply abnormal pressure on
her feet and lead to a whole host of issues later in life, such as
toe problems and even malformed feet.

What about socks or booties?

Socks and booties are a great way to keep your child’s feet
warm, but do make sure that they are big enough and have
ample room for her to wriggle her toes. If you plan to put your
baby into a swaddle, then please don’t wrap her up too tightly.
This may hinder her legs’ movement and make it more likely
for your child to develop hip problems.
Don’t worry if your child’s socks seem to have an extra inch
to it. You can always tuck it into the unused portion of her
shoes.
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What type of
shoes should
I buy for my
toddler?

Whatever style of shoes
you choose to get for your
child, always remember to buy
ones that allow her feet to develop
as naturally as possible. Go to a shop
that has a professional fitter who will
be able to determine the size of your
child’s feet.
Some shoes may look stylish or are
made from better quality leather. But
they aren’t really good for your child’s
feet because they are too firm and could
add undue pressure on her tootsies.
The ideal kinds are those that are
flexible, lightweight, and come with
padded ankles and non-slip bottoms.
One way to test a shoe’s flexibility is to
bend the toe and heel parts of the shoe
toward each other. If the shoe is only
able to bend at the part directly behind
the toes, then it means that the shoes
are too inflexible and less likely to
allow your child to bend her feet.

Anything else I should
look out for?

Go for broad toe shoes as much
as possible, and choose shoes that
are of the right length and width
for your child. By the right length, we
mean that there should be at least a
thumb’s width of space (your thumb,
not your child’s) between Junior’s
big toe and the end of her shoes.
To do that, have

your child put on the shoes and stand up with her weight
resting evenly on both feet.
Use your fingers to push gently into the shoe to feel where
your child’s big toe is and whether there is sufficient space.
Remember, you are aiming for shoes that your child can grow
into and not one that will become too small in no time at all.
As for width, make sure that your tiny tot’s toes are not pressed
up against either side of her shoes so they have room to wriggle.
Buying shoes for your little prince or princess can be a
delightful affair, but remember that comfort is the only thing
that should be at the top of priorities!

Starry walks with
Stride Rite

For about 9 decades, Stride Rite
has kept the wave of happy feet
alive, walking herds of little feet
from toddling to playing. All
through this journey, the one
thing that never changes is
the upbeat style with comfort
quotient. Every pair of shoes
has the legend of Stride Rite
spirit!
Just look at the toddler
shoes. They have soft insides
with non-slip and flexible
soles to encourage natural
movement. The exterior is
smooth and rounded – just like
the shape of your toddler’s foot, so
he has confidence to take the next step.
Your toddler will also feel like he is walking
barefoot, thanks to the Sensory Response
Technology Soft Motion while the patented
sensory pods further help to support the
development of his bones and muscles.
At Stride Rite, in-store associates have
been trained to properly measure kids’ feet,
including the size and width, and also give
recommendations on the type of footwear
that the kids should be wearing at different
stages and various occasions.
Stride Rite brings new definition to baby
feet fashion; even the American Podiatric
Medical Association (APMA) has given several
Stride Rite styles a Seal of Acceptance!
Let your angel face Stride Rite through
every step!
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Hush Little Baby,
Don’t You Cry
Babies cry a lot in the first three or
four months. But constant crying
beyond this age cannot
be ignored, because it
may be signs of colic
or something more
serious. Rashmi
Ullas explores
options to help
calm a wailing
baby.

F

lushed face scrunched up
pitifully, hands clenched
into tight fists, legs drawn
up to the chest, and a cry that
sounds like a scream – colicky babies
can cry this way for more than three hours
at a stretch, more than three days a week, and
persisting for at least three weeks.
Your paediatrician may be quick to reassure
you that this excessive crying would taper off by 4
months of age, but the cumulative effects of lack
of sleep, plus the family tension that a ceaselessly
crying baby brings to the household, is nothing
short of challenging. I am lucky that my daughter
wasn’t colicky, but she cried a lot and already
that drove me up the wall. I can only imagine the
plight of parents whose kids are colicky!

The Colic Rite of Passage

Although colic may be a transient stage in a baby’s
development, there’s evidence to suggest that he
or she may develop certain issues down the road
if excessive crying continues. Colic babies cry and
behave differently in the following ways –
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♦ Each episode of colic has a clear beginning and end. The
onset is unrelated to what was happening before; baby may
have been happy, feeding, or even sleeping peacefully before
the episode starts. It begins suddenly, usually in the late
afternoon or evening hours.
♦ Colic episodes are more intense, louder and higher pitched
than the baby’s normal cry. Babies make a sound similar to a
shriek.
♦ Visible cues include a red face, clenched fists, and a tense
and hard belly.
♦ Babies with colic cannot be comforted, no matter what the
parents do. There may be periods of quiet, but the
baby often remains fussy. Crying may end
abruptly after he or she passes gas or
has a bowel movement.
However, you may need to
seek immediate help if –
♦ Baby has cried non-stop
for more than two
hours
♦ You’re afraid that baby
is hurt or you’ve
shaken baby
♦ The crying is due to an
injury or fall
♦ Baby has a fever of 38°C
or higher
♦ Baby is unwell – refuses to
feed even after a few hours of
trying, vomits excessively, has
bloody stools, or becomes lethargic
or shows decreased responsiveness
♦ Baby simply won’t be soothed
♦ The continuous crying continues beyond four months of age
Look for your paediatrician to seek his advice.

The Inconsolable Baby Mystery

Much remains unknown about colic, but some studies have
linked premature birth and low birth weight to excessive
crying. Other theories have also been proposed, such as
♦ Improper feeding (over- or under-feeding), early
introduction of solids, food allergy
♦ Gastrointestinal causes like gastroesophageal reflux disease
(GERD), milk protein allergy, over- or under-feeding, early
introduction of solids, food allergy
♦ Incomplete or no burping after feeding
♦ Inability of baby to control the impulse to cry and other selfregulation problems

♦ Oversensitivity or overstimulation by light, noise etc.
Similarly, a lack of stimulation also prompts baby to cry to
provide the needed stimulation.
Whatever the cause may be, babies crying in discomfort
aren’t a welcome sight. And since the effects of prolonged
discomfort from crying are easier to study, here’s what has been
uncovered so far.

More Than Just Gas

In one study, 561 women were enrolled in their second
trimester of pregnancy.1 Colic and prolonged crying were
assessed at 6 and 13 weeks based on crying
behaviour. At 5 years of age, the children’s
intelligence, motor abilities, and
behaviour were measured.
The published results showed
that children with prolonged
crying (but not those with colic
only) had an adjusted mean
IQ that was 9 points lower
than the control group. Their
performance and verbal
IQ scores were 9.2 and 6.7
points lower than the control
group, respectively. The
prolonged crying group also had
significantly poorer fine motor
abilities when compared with the
control group.
In another study, excessive crying
and feeding problems in infancy were linked
with a small but significantly adverse effect on
cognitive development.2 There was also a new study that found
that premature babies who cry a lot tend to have behavioural
problems by the time they reach preschool as compared to other
preemies.3
Perhaps the most interesting finding was that infants whose
mothers have migraine headaches are more likely to experience
colic. Furthermore, at least 2 studies have indicated that
colic may be associated with migraines during childhood and
adolescence.4

Wipe Away Those Tears

Excessive crying, without a doubt, has negative effects on a
growing baby. But if your baby is crying persistently for a
long time, it is always good to rule out other complications
first by investigating what’s causing the unsettledness. Some
manageable causes of crying can include –
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HUNGER

Babies get hungry very often because their tiny stomachs can
hold very little milk at a time, especially if they are younger
than 3 months old. Although most young infants feed every
two to four hours, there are periods of growth spurts where
your little one will want to feed more frequently. Try giving
your baby milk the next time he cries to see if that helps.

PAIN

Your baby may be crying because of some discomfort or
physical injury. First of all, ensure that baby is not feeling too
warm or too cold. Then check if the clothing or
diaper is too tight. Sometimes, a strand of
hair may be wrapped around your baby’s
finger, toe, or penis and cut off blood
circulation in the affected part,
thus causing pain.

FATIGUE

It’s not a myth that babies cry
more when too many people
handle them. Changing
hands can actually put them
under stress (especially in
the first few months of birth)
and be overstimulated. You can
avoid making your baby fussy
and fatigue by swaddling him,
offering a pacifier, or providing a
change of scenery – for example taking
him on a ride in the car or playing white
noise.

FOOD SENSITIVITIES

Because the foods that breastfeeding mothers eat can affect
the make-up of her breast milk, infants can have an allergy or
sensitivity to foods through their mother’s diet. Foods that can
cause reactions and digestive problems, such as abdominal pain,
cramping and diarrhoea, include milk, eggs, nuts and wheat.
On the other hand, formula-fed babies can become sensitive
or intolerant to a component of their formulas. Try switching
to non-dairy options or identifying and avoiding the allergycontaining brands.

Colic S.O.S

Sometimes despite what you do, the
crying continues. If that’s the
case, your paediatrician may
recommend a pharmaceutical
grade antispasmodic syrup
such as Colimix, which
can release trapped gas
and reduce intestinal
discomfort, thereby
comforting baby. It works
by relaxing the intestinal
muscles, so spasms stop
occurring. Even adults
can benefit from Colimix,
which is a welcome relief from
‘windy’ situations.

Source:
1. Rao MR et al. Arch Dis Child. 2004 Nov;89(11):989-992.
2. Wolke D et al. J Dev Behav Pediatr. 2009 Jun;30(3):226-238.
3. Riikka Korja et al. Pediatrics. 2014 Feb;133(2):e339-345.
4. Gelfand AA et al. Cephalalgia. 2015 Dec;35(14):1243-1245.
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WHY IS 3
THE MAGIC NUMBER?
The brain, eyes and
bones continue to
develop rapidly.
Children start to
form eating
habits that may
last a lifetime.1, 2

G?
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To find out more about the diets of 3-year-olds in Singapore,
students from the National University of Singapore, Food
Science and Technology Programme, conducted the first-of-its-kind
pilot study3 in July 2014. The study was supported by Abbott.

A SNAPSHOT OF WHAT 3-YEAR-OLDS ARE EATING
More than

4 IN 5 KIDS

1 IN 2 KIDS
are not eating enough vegetables

are not eating enough fruit
Almost

3 IN 5 KIDS

2 IN 5 KIDS

are not drinking enough milk

are eating too much meat

Most of the children’s diets were not meeting the food group recommendations set
by the Health Promotion Board!4
Recommended servings:
Vegetables (1 )
Fruits (1 )
Meat (1 )
Milk (2)

THE GOODNESS OF GROWING-UP MILK
AS PART OF A BALANCED DIET

Growing-up milk is a convenient milk-based
formula that provides key nutrients, such as
protein, fat, carbohydrate, vitamins and minerals
to meet a child's daily recommended nutrient
intakes. It makes every sip of milk count for more!
#

What Growing-up milk delivers to their diet #

25%

64%

57%

PROTEIN

CALCIUM

VITAMIN D

of

of

of

A modelling exercise was done with the collected data to evaluate the replacement of growing-up milk
with equal volume of whole milk or reduced-fat milk, and assess its contribution to the diet.

HOW DOES GROWING-UP MILK COMPARE TO OTHER MILK?
A diet with growing-up milk provides more * :

OMEGA 3^

Phytonutrients
such as

OMEGA 6

found in the
brain and eye

Essential fats like
and

LUTEIN

^Compared to an equal volume of reduced-fat milk

DHA and
IRON

to support brain
development

VITAMIN D

to help
absorb calcium
for stronger bones

* Compared with an equal volume of whole or reduced-fat milk

+

11% LESS
SATURATED
FAT +

+ Compared to an equal volume of whole milk.

Source of Infographic: Abbott

preschooling
B

Child’s
Play
As preschoolers struggle to
get their A-B-Cs and number
sequence right in their enrichment
classes, Jasmine Lee found out
that all work and no play may not
be all good for your little angels.

54

efore you know it, you’ve found yourself
poring over a bundle of pamphlets listing
the various enrichment classes available, so as to
decide which of these to enlist your little one into.
The preschool enrichment courses available
today give attention to basic skills required for
writing, reading, number and language, as well as
creative activities.
These classes include lessons in Phonetics and
Creative Writings, Speech & Drama, as well as
Music and Movement.
With studies showing quality preschool
learning environment having both short and long
term effects in life outcomes, many parents today
favour enrichment programmes that can hone
their children’s academic skills.
While these classes have shown to provide
distinct advantages when it comes to making the
grade in formal schooling, the strong academic
emphasis may not be really developmentally
appropriate and effective for your child’s wellbeing.

Work more = gain more
Parents today often feel compelled to fill their
preschoolers’ young lives with gainful and
constructive academic activities, geared towards
helping their child better learn and absorb. But
very often, these activities are held indoors and are
mostly sedentary.
And at the same time, preschoolers will start
to risk losing their play time as their lives become
increasingly hurried and scheduled, in between
shuttling to and from preschools and enrichment
classes, and getting their 1 + 1s correct.

Dire effects on health
and relationships
Researchers have found that as children get tied
up with these deskbound activities, their physical
activities decrease, which subsequently affect their
physical health.
This promotes health-related issues such as
obesity and heart diseases among young children.
Other studies have also shown that strong
academic focus during this vital developmental
stage may impede the acquirement of certain
interpersonal skills by the child.
Before the official start of school, one of
the developmental tasks preschoolers have to
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An essential aspect of this
cognitive process is
the development of selfawareness and the ability to
understand the perspectives
of others.
successfully complete is to understand themselves in relation to
their families, peers and their social world.
An essential aspect of this cognitive process is the
development of self-awareness and the ability to understand the
perspectives of others.
The acquisition of this ability will consequently help the
child develop moral reasoning, communicative skills and other
pro-social behaviour such as co-operation and empathy.
Experts have suggested that while it is important to
highlight the need to achieve academic proficiency from young,
engaging in play will also provide positive socio-emotional
outcomes that are central to the holistic development of the
child.

Importance of play
Play has the potential to improve all aspects of a child’s
wellness. Apart from physical well-being, social, emotional and
mental dimensions of health improvement can also
be observed.

Social aspect
Play promotes socialisation and allows children to learn about
the rules of social engagement among families and peers. They
will learn to make friends, sustain friendships, lead and follow,
make decisions, compromise and negotiate when they disagree.

Emotional aspect
Engaging in unrestricted play makes children happy as it gives

them a break from their increasingly tight schedules. Studies
have also found that playing not only helps reduce anxiety,
depression and aggression, it also improves children’s moods.

Mental aspect
As preschoolers and young children are naive and less
competitive, they show greater spontaneity and creativity
when they play. Play can help to develop or enhance cognitive
functions such as attention, impulse control and inhibition. It
also develops decision-making, problem-solving and creative
thinking skills.

Physical aspect
Having the right to just roam around and play will see an
improvement in health as it increases the child’s physical
activity level; they are less likely to be overweight too. Play also
reduces the possibility of getting hypertension later in life.

Balance is key
Engaging in play is no longer purely the right of a preschooler
but it offers children more than just a string of physical benefits.
It helps children excel academically and socially and
coupled with appropriately chosen enrichment programmes,
preschoolers are able to gain the maximum benefits in areas of
the mind, heart and body.
Most importantly, you will see your child having an
enjoyable and rewarding preschool life; gaining happy
memories that he or she will remember and cherish for life.
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Shop
Fruity Relief For Colic
Specialised
Skincare For
Every Day

Make the QV Baby
Moisturising Cream an
essential part of your
sweetie’s skincare
routine. Its highly concentrated formula, which is free from
fragrance, colour, lanolin, and propylene glycol, helps
relieve dryness by hydrating and sealing in the skin’s
natural moisture for 24 hours. Its pH balanced, low-irritant
formulation is also gentle enough for everyday use on
infants with sensitive skin, as well as for people suffering
from eczema, dermatitis, and psoriasis.

1 in 5 babies become colicky
and there is no known cause
for the uncontrollable crying.
But thankfully for frustrated
parents surviving on little sleep,
there is Colimix™ Syrup. It’s a
pharmaceutical grade medicine
and an antispasmodic that relaxes
the intestinal muscles. This
prevents spasms from occurring
and releases trapped air in your baby to
help relieve infantile colic and abdominal
discomfort. It comes in a delicious fruity mix of
orange and banana flavours too, so your baby will
find it easier to consume.

Available at pharmacies and retailing for $24.90 (250g).
For more information, please visit www.egopharm.com.

Power Beans
MARIGOLD PowerBeans Fresh Soya
Milk is made from Non-GMO soya
beans, which means you will be assured
that the soya beans are natural, safe,
high quality food for your family.
PowerBeans Fresh Soya Milk is the
only fresh soya milk that also offers
the added goodness of 5 Vitamin Bs
(B1, B2, B3, B5 and B6) and a unique
BonePlus formula of Vitamins K & D
which work synergistically to enhance
calcium absorption and improve bone
strength. Every glass of MARIGOLD
PowerBeans Fresh Soya Milk combines
the nutritious goodness of 100% top
grade soy beans with an unsurpassed
taste of traditional fresh soya milk,
providing an essential source of
nutrition for everyone.
Available in Original Reduced Sugar,
Almond, Honeydew and Original
Unsweetened in 1L cartons at all leading
supermarkets, hypermarts, minimarts and
provision stores. Price: $1.95

Instant Ginger
Gingen Instant Ginger Drink is an invigorating beverage, which can be
enjoyed hot or cold. It helps in digestion so you can still keep up with your
weight loss endeavours even when you indulge in good food. Gingers are a
popular remedy for indigestion, motion and morning sickness, which is why
the Gingen Instant Ginger Drink has such a high ginger concentration (10kg
of fresh white ginger is used to make 1kg of ginger extract). It’s free from
preservatives, artificial colours, and comes with a Halal certification too, so
people of all ethnicities can enjoy every sip with absolute peace of mind.
Gingen is available at selected Cold Storage, FairPrice, Giant, Mustafa, Prime,
RedMart.com & Sheng Siong at S$5.80 per box (10 sachets per box). 100%
Ginger and Ginger with Honey are also available in pack of 20 sachets at $9.90 at
selected FairPrice & Mustafa.

Undeniably Delicious
Mainland cheese combines fresh milk from grass-fed, free-range cattle
from the natural environment in New Zealand, with over 50 years of timehonoured traditions of craftsmanship to produce undeniably delicious
cheeses. With a range of different variants, you can definitely find a Mainland
cheese to satisfy every craving. Create a dairy delight with that extra
richness by pairing mild and creamy cheeses like Mainland Edam with the
sharp flavoursome Mainland Vintage cheese on a cheese board. Add a dash
of fruits and cured meats, and voila! The perfect cheese board awaits you.
Available in leading supermarkets
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Select
Healthy Meals In Just 1 Jar

Support your baby’s weaning journey every step of the
way with the Philip Avent 4-in-1 Healthy Baby Food
Maker. With just one jar, you can steam, blend, defrost,
reheat up to 4 meals for baby dearest. The food maker
even comes with BPA free containers so you can use
them to store food for baby with
absolute peace of mind. With
so much prep work saved on
preparing food for baby, now you
can spend more time with your
baby and less time in the kitchen!

New smart bedding concept

Is your child suffering from allergies? Then you’d be happy
to know that B-Sensible is in town to make life easier
for the little one! Soft as silk and strong as polyester,
the B-Sensible 2-in-1 waterproof and fitted crib sheet is
made from all-natural fibers with an innovative second
skin membrane™. It has anti-bacterial qualities and acts
as a dust mite barrier too, so it’s the perfect solution
for children who are prone to allergies. The B-Sensible
mattress protector for babies is just as effective since it’s
designed with a high moisture absorption capacity and
anti fungal/bacterial qualities.

The Philip Avent 4-in-1 Healthy Baby
Food Maker is available at leading
departmental stores, selected
speciality shops, and hospital
pharmacies.
Visit www.philips.com.sg for more
information on Philips AVENT
products.

Retailing at major departmental stores, the B-Sensible range is
available in trendy colours.
For more information, visit eu.bsensible.com.

Enhance Your Breastfeeding Experience
Safety On The Go

Keep your little one safe on
the go with the Malgott car
seat. Designed for babies
from newborn to 7 years of
age, this car seat is fitted
with a JUST-FIT headrest
that is adjustable in 13
positions and a Magic
Belt that allows for easy
seating. The Ultra
Shock Absorbent
EggShock equipped
in the headrest also
provides maximum
protection by
absorbing all kinds
of shock and vibrations
(EG model only). Your baby’s
travels will not only be safe, he
will also be resting in comfort thanks to the Dacco seat
that uses HO-COOLING moisture-free and rapid-dry
polyester to secure him in the most comfortable and
natural position.

Breastfeeding mothers now have the added assurance of
safety and hygiene when storing breast milk. Tollyjoy’s new
Anti-Bacterial Disposable Breast Milk Storage Bags are
created with antimicrobial Nano Silver (Ag+) technology,
which uses ionic silver nanoparticles to resist and suppress
bacteria. They are made from durable food-grade BPAfree material, which has been sterilised with gamma
radiation, and are extra thick with anti-leak double-zip
seals to prevent leakage during storage, freezing and
transportation.
Available in leading departmental stores, supermarkets,
hypermarkets and baby specialty stores for $9.90 (1 box: 25 pieces)

Available at major departmental stores, baby chain stores, and
baby shops for $699
www.combi.com.sg
Facebook: Combi.Singapore
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Style
Party All Night With Baby

The third and last collection of Bugaboo’s 3-year
collaboration with iconic lifestyle brand Diesel presents an
unexpected and edgy design that has just the perfect touch
of rebellion for fashionable parenting. This special-edition
features an all-around black Bugaboo Bee3 stroller that
comes complete with a leather-look handlebar and numerous
rock-inspired details, a Bassinet Tailored Fabric Set for the
Bugaboo Bee3, and a Bugaboo by Diesel Footmuff. Both the
bassinet and footmuff boast of rock-inspired patches, which
ensure you still stand out in the crowd!
From $250 to $1499, the Bugaboo by Diesel Rock collection is
available in selected retailers worldwide.

Make Your Memories Permanent

Helmed by a husband and wife team, Toddlership Studio
specialises in newborn, baby and children, maternity,
and family photography. It offers studio shoots, as well
as onsite photography services at your home or even
outdoors. The duo believes in the power of great ideas,
the value of family, and the importance of capturing
beautiful pixel-moments for timeless reminiscence,
hence would love to partner with you to create wonderful
memories as you embark on new chapters in life.
Limited slots are available, so enquire now to avoid
disappointment!
Visit www.toddlershipstudio.com or call 82226516 for booking
information.

Moo moo kow Spring/ Summer
collection

Considering cloth diapers for your baby? Then you need a
reliable brand like Moo Moo Kow to show you the way. Not
only is their cloth diaper made from a breathable fabric
that’s free from harsh chemicals, their diapering products
can fit your baby comfortably from birth to
potty training! This means no more diaper
rashes and savings in the long run, because
Winner
you can reuse the cloth diapers all the way
2014
until your next child!
Diape
ring Products

Available at all leading departmental stores and baby product shops.
Visit www.moomookow.com for more information.

Give Your Child’s Skin The Nourishment It Deserves

Suitable for babies with normal skin, this new comprehensive range of products
from Cetaphil®, comprising of Ultra Moisturising Bath & Wash, Shampoo,
Gentle Wash & Shampoo, Daily Lotion and Ultra Sensitive Baby Wipes is
made to deliver the best for your baby. The skincare experts from Cetaphil®
have formulated every product in this line to be free of parabens, mineral oil
and colourants, to give your child’s skin
the nourishment and care he or she truly
deserves, every day. In fact, Cetaphil® has
carefully picked ingredients such as soothing
Aloe Vera, moisturising Almond Oil and
nourishing Shea Butter to efficaciously offer
utmost comfort for your baby with every use.
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Share
Clean The Air

Enjoy clean air without the use of any chemicals! The KilGerms KP800 & AirCleanser
remove viruses, bacteria, allergens, fine dust, and odours by working in conjunction to
produce a long-lasting electrolysed Nano mist that envelopes the room and “washes” all
the fine haze particles or dust away in 30 seconds. They work to relieve dry air discomforts
too by maintaining a comfy indoor humidity. The KilGerms KP800 is also an effective
disinfectant that’s produced from a dilute saline solution. Not only is it non-toxic and ecofriendly, the antimicrobial disinfectant and hand sanitizer is food safe and quite literally
stops germs in their tracks by minimising the transmission of infectious diseases!
For more information, call 6684 3138 or visit www.kilgerms.com.

From Bump To Birth

BEAUTY.MUMS & BABIES is the first
in Singapore to provide integrated
premium health and wellness services
for both mothers and babies. Their
unique approach of wellness and
massage starts from pregnancy to
postpartum, and all the way through
to birth and motherhood. There are
health and baby workshops, as well as
lactation consultations to help mothers
make informed choices. To boost
physical and emotional wellbeing,
massages and facial therapies are
offered. Babies, too, can benefit from
the massage, tuina, and spa sessions
available.
For more information, call 6235 0688 /
6235 5990 (Outlet@Paragon) ; 6702 6616 /
6341 6101 (Outlet@Seletar Mall), email them
at enquiry@beautymumsbabies.com or
follow them on Facebook @
beautymumsbabies.

Brave Maeve

Based on the true story of a little
girl’s battle with cancer, Brave Maeve
is an inspiring tale written by Joanne
Poon in 2010 to help her then 3-yearold daughter, who was diagnosed
with 2nd stage Burkitt’s lymphoma,
understand and deal with the oftpainful process of cancer treatments.
Brave Maeve is illustrated by Liew
Hooi Yin and is currently available in
Singapore at the following locations:
Children’s Cancer Foundation offices
in National University Hospital and
KK Women’s and Children’s Hospital,
Landmark Books (Sunset Way),
Woods in the Books bookstores
(Millenia Walk and Tiong Bahru), and
National Libraries nationwide.
For more information on how you can
get a copy of this book, simply visit or
drop a note at www.Facebook.com/
BraveMaeveSingapore.

Premium Bedding Topper

Japanese premium bedding brand,
airweave, is hoping to help Singaporeans
get a better night’s rest with the
launch of its new mattress topper. The
product was designed following indepth sleep studies conducted with
some of the world’s leading research
and teaching institutions. Created
with the side sleeper in mind, the new
airweave mattress topper helps users
roll-over easily mid-slumber, which
correlates to a deeper, more restful
sleep. It also features a temperature
specific cover that helps maintain the
optimal sleep environment. Deploying
the latest Japanese technology, all
airweave products are made of threedimensional, entwined resin fibers,
allowing air to occupy more than
90% of the internal material, which
provides a unique breathable and
permeable supportive and adaptable
sleep surface.
For more information, and a full list of
airweave’s products, please visit
www.airweave.sg.

Boost your child’s social IQ!

Are you wondering what to do with your kid this
coming June Holiday? Well, why not boost your
child’s social IQ by letting them learn proper social
behavior that will boost their confidence and set
them apart for success! Image Flair’s workshops are
specially designed for children from 4 to 19 years old.
All the fun and informative lessons provided by
Image Flair includes role-playing exercises, quizzes
to assess student learning, plus a 3 course meal to
practice proper table manners
For more information, visit http://www.imageflair.com.sg
or email enquiry@imageflair.com.sg
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ut & About
Enchanting Disney comes alive on ice
The Singapore Indoor Stadium came alive this March when the
legendary Disney Prince-Princess duos performed at the Magical
Ice Festival. The stage was set with bewitching Disney themes and
a breath-taking, snowflake shaped chandelier in the centre. Both
the young and young-at-heart were equally excited and waited
anxiously for the magic to unfold. Many were even dressed in their
favourite Disney costumes. As expected, a multitude of Elsas and
Annas floated around. Drinks and refreshments were served in
Disney merchandise that could be preserved as souvenirs.
The show began at 3pm as a troupe of ice artists made their
entry, gliding across the stage in perfection. At the end of this
wonderful performance, the hosts – Mickey, Minnie, Donald and
the hilarious Goofy – arrived amidst cheers and whistles.
The evil sisters of Cinderella – Anastasia and Drizella opened the
acts for the day, leaving us in splits as they tripped on ice and sang in
cacophonous voices. They tumbled out of stage; fighting with each
other and the gorgeous red-haired rebel Princess Ariel made her way
in. She was indeed a beauty! Backed by a fun-filled underwater team,
Ariel and her Prince Eric instantly stole our hearts as they narrated
their beautiful, yet unusual man-mermaid love story.
Next up was “Tangled”, which told us the story of a captive
princess falling in love with a thief who was destined to set her
free. The audience was speechless as we watched Flynn Rider
return the long lost Princess to her kingdom and a happy ending.
As Rider and Rapunzel skated out in grandeur, the stunner Beauty
and her Beast appeared to tell us the tale of their strange romance.

Collect, Battle and Save Knighton!
If you’re a fan of medieval and science fiction, LEGO’s new theme
for 2016 - LEGO® NEXO KNIGHTS™ gives you the best of both
worlds. The series features futuristic knights with insanely cool
weaponry and space-like suits as armour.
Each set of Ultimate Knights includes a minifigure, and a
stand to hold various weapons and power-infused Nexo shields,
which can be swapped out to give the characters several different
configurations.

70331- ULTIMATE Macy
It’s great that there are no gender
stereotypes in LEGO’s world of
knighthood. Macy may be the only
female knight, but she sure knows
how to fight! In battle mode 1,
she can fire a Mace Rain with the
6-stud shooter while wielding a
giant mace. The red stud shooter turns trans-neon-green in mode
2, and Macy uses her Jungle Dragon shield, which has dark green
vines attached to it, to tangle the enemy up. In the final mode,
Macy uses a flaming axe for the Phoenix Blade power.

70332 - ULTIMATE Aaron
Similarly, Aaron has 3 battle modes. In
the first, he’s ready to strike
a blow anytime with his
fancy crossbow and 2 overthe-shoulder stud shooters
that are mounted to his back
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It was touching to watch the ugly beast
transforming into a handsome Prince
because of Belle’s true love.
Finally, it was time for the muchawaited talk of Toon-town – the Frozen
team – to arrive. Yes, the crowd erupted
when the name Frozen was announced.
Children gathered on the aisles, singing aloud the
evergreen hit ‘Let it go’. Some pretty little lasses were even allowed
to ride on Kristoff’s ice sledge! Anna was her cute self and Elsa stole
the show with her charisma. It was amazing to watch the Arendale
sisters enact their story of love, separation and sacrifice.
Disney characters are not only a childhood fancy, they’re an
all-time favourite, and to watch them come alive on a stage of ice
was truly out-of-the-world. Everything about the show was magical
– the costumes, the characters, the sound, the props and most of
all, the gliding, mystical performances. Being at the Magical Ice
Festival was indeed a Sunday well spent! Did you get to catch up
on the show?
armour. Surprise attacks at night are not an issue for Aaron as
his helmet comes with night vision googles in mode 2. The final
mode is bananas – literally. Aaron uses bananas as bullets for his
shoulder guns, which really trips up his foes, so victory is sweet…
or should we say, banana-flavoured?

LEGO® NEXO KNIGHTS™: MERLOK 2.0
Accompanying this
series’ release is
the MERLOK 2.0
app, which can be
downloaded for free
on iTunes and Google
Play. It is an RPG game
that follows a knight
on his quest to save the
Kingdom of Knighton
from the evil Jestro.
The different shields
from the sets can be
scanned as special
powers. So the more
shields you collect –
whether from building
sets, online, print or
television content – the
more powerful your
knight gets, and the
better your gaming
experience!
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It doesn’t matter where
you come from or what
you do; remember mummy-dear that you’re
truly awesome. So here’s a little something from us to celebrate your special day!

QV Baby Hamper (worth $80)

When it comes to baby skin, mommies make no
compromises. QV Baby is the trusted Australian
brand that gently cleanses, moisturises, protects,
and restores suppleness and healthy glow to
baby skin. This paediatrician-recommended,
dermatologically tested range of skincare products is
soap-free, fragrance-free and irritant-free.

WIN! QV Baby is giving away hampers
worth $80 to 6 lucky mothers!
Each hamper contains:
• QV Baby Moisturising Cream (250g)
• QV Baby Barrier Cream (50g)
• QV Baby Bath Oil (250ml)
• QV Baby Gentle Wash (250g)
• Baby Blanket

B-Sensible Breathable and
Waterproof King-sized Fitted Sheets
(worth $132)

Worried about old and smelly mattresses, pillows
and deteriorating duvets? B-Sensible gives you
a natural solution with its latest stretchable
waterproof bedding technology. B-Sensible sheets
are designed to provide natural comfort and
complete protection from stains, bacteria and odour.
The fabric acts like a second skin and is impermeable
to dust, mites and bacteria. In fact, B-Sensible’s
Dermofresh tencel fibre is the only natural fabric
that totally reduces bacterial activity in 24 hours.

WIN! B-Sensible is giving away 4 sets of
their Breathable and Waterproof Kingsized Fitted sheets worth $132 each!

A

B

Tell us which prize you want to win and you may just walk away a lucky winner!
I want to win Prize A / B*!
Name:										NRIC No.: 			
Address:													
Email: 										Contact No.: 			
*Delete where appropriate.
Terms & Conditions:
1. This contest is open to mothers residing in Singapore only.
2. Each entry is limited to one mother only.
3. One person is limited to win one prize only for the lucky draw.
4. Only completed forms are accepted.
5. Prizes must be taken as provided and are not exchangeable for cash or other items.
6. The information shown here is subject to changes without prior notice.
7. Judges’ decisions are final and binding. No phone correspondence will be entertained.
8. By completing this coupon, you agree and consent to the use of your personal data for
future publicity, promotional, and marketing purposes.

mtohers day_LWB52.indd 61

Please complete the entry form and send it in by 31 May 2016 to:

LiveWell Baby Magazine – Mother’s Day Giveaway
20 Sin Ming Lane #06-55 Midview City Singapore 573968
OR scan and email to contests@pinghealthcare.com.
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ADVERTORIAL

Cheese!
Say

Perfect Italiano is the leading cheese brand with a full range of cooking
cheeses to transform your everyday meals, but what is it about Pizza Plus
that makes it such a popular choice with the chefs at home?
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It’s a special blend of
Mozzarella, Cheddar,
and Parmesan cheeses.

Why settle for only one of three of your favourite
cheeses when you can have all three in your meal? Perfect
Italiano hears you, which is why they created Pizza Plus – the perfect
chorus of all your favourite tastes.

It has superior taste and authentic stretch, but it’s not oily.
Cheese is a comfort food that some of us can’t do without, because it simply tastes delicious!
But the best thing about Perfect Italiano Pizza Plus? It’s not oily, which means your meals will no
longer become a greasy mess.

Perfect Italiano Pizza Plus melts and stretches to perfection too—making sure that your pizza will
come out as the authentic masterpiece that even your mom will be proud of.

It’s versatile.

Perfect Italiano Pizza Plus might be named as such, but it’s really a versatile
player in a wide variety of cuisines. For instance, you can prepare a quick
snack by topping Lebanese bread with tomato paste, shredded
ham, and Pizza Plus, then baking it for 6-8 minutes until the
cheese has melted. Don’t forget to preheat the oven to 176 °C
beforehand!

There are lots of recipes for you to
experiment with.
Not sure what other wondrous meals you can make
with the Perfect Italiano Pizza Plus? Then you
mustn’t miss out on visiting the Perfect Italiano
website for more ideas! Just hop on over to www.
perfectitaliano.com.sg.

It’s made from the best and
freshest ingredients.

Perfect Italiano knows that the secret to good
Italian cooking is in the freshness of the
ingredients, which is why it uses only the best
and freshest ingredients—so you can achieve
simple and perfect Italian recipes anytime,
anywhere.
Love cheese? Then don’t forget to stock up
on Perfect Italiano Pizza Plus and other tasty
cheeses at leading supermarkets or visit
www.perfectitaliano.com.sg for recipe
inspirations to cook with Perfect Italiano.
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9 months

Pregnancy:

A Miracle
in the
making
– The 1st
Trimester
journey
continues

Previously, we explored the changes a
woman’s body undergoes when there’s
a bun in the oven. In this issue, we
continue our amazing journey of creation
as we explore the woman’s diet in her
first trimester. After all, the food she eats
is what makes her baby. By Rashmi Ullas

I

t takes only about 24 weeks for a ball of cells to transform
into a tiny human being. By the end of the first trimester,
the foetus will be a tiny midget with a beating heart,
functional brain and spinal cord, lungs and circulatory system.
This express growth spurt depends on the nutrition a
mother can provide in her womb. That’s why pregnancy-related
nutrition is such an important topic.

Food for life
Women should be fit as a fiddle even before conceiving because
most pregnancies are confirmed only 2 to 4 weeks after
conception. Within this time, foetal development commences in
full gear. In the third week of conception, the baby’s brain, spinal
cord, heart and other organs begin to form and in the fourth
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week, the neural tube (spinal cord) is fully complete. If the initial
stage of pregnancy is not supported by vital vitamins such as folic
acid, foetal complications like Spina bifida may ensue.
Of the three trimesters, the first one is most delicate, as
many miscarriages happen at this stage. Genetic abnormalities
in the foetus or complications in the womb could lead to
spontaneous abortions, but it is important to note that the
woman’s diet and lifestyle play a very significant role in
successful implantation and pregnancy.

Eat for baby’s well being at
birth and beyond
Normally, a balanced diet fulfils most of our daily nutritional
demands, but pregnancy is a different story. It’s a phase where
the demand for each nutrient changes. And if the foetus cannot
get enough, its growth may be compromised.
That, however, does not mean the woman has to eat for 2.
Even during pregnancy, a pregnant woman needs only about 300
additional calories. The calorie top up is possible with 16 ounces
of low-fat milk (2 cups), 2 slices of bread or 2 ounces of chicken
(about 50g), 8 ounces of non-fat yogurt mixed (1 cup) with ½
cup fruit and 1 ounce of whole grain cereal (about 30g).1

Give your baby the best
nutrition
Some may perceive pregnancy as an excuse to indulge and
others see it as an opportunity to use up the extra stored fat.
Both approaches are wrong and could be dangerous. Instead,
the preggers should focus on getting balanced nutrition by2,3:
Including ample supply of carbohydrates:
Pregnancy is no time for diet. Carbohydrates are necessary
at this stage as they are the main source of energy. To get the
best deal, you could chose from healthier sources of carbs like
whole grains that contain fibre, iron, B vitamins and minerals.
Cereals, brown bread, brown rice and whole-wheat pasta are a
good source of healthy carbs.
Adding more veggies to the plate: Vegetables are a
source of Vitamins A and C, folic acid, iron, and magnesium. So
pregnant women will need about 5 servings of these per day. And,
it’s always good to include as many colourful vegetables as you can,
like green leafy vegetables, carrots, broccoli, beets and corn.
Eating at least 2-3 servings of fruits: Fruits are not
only refreshing; they’re a great source of Vitamin A, Vitamin
C, fibres and potassium. The more the colourful fruits, the
merrier your baby will be. You can choose from apples, oranges,
apricots, mangoes, avocados, pear, pomegranate, banana or
other varieties of colourful fruit.

Here’s a colour vs. nutrient card that you can refer to4:
Shade

Micronutrient

Green

Folate, magnesium, iron, calcium, potassium and vitamin K

Red

Vitamin C

Orange

Vitamin C, Vitamin A and Potassium

Purple

Vitamin C, Potassium, Folate

White

Vitamin C

Beefing up on the proteins: Proteins are structural
materials of a human body. A developing foetus will need
protein to make up its baby muscles, tissue and organs.
Proteins are abundantly found in meat, poultry, fish and eggs.
The vegetarian sources of protein can come from nuts, and
legumes/beans (such as lentils, chickpeas or split peas).
Increasing calcium intake: Calcium is essential for the
baby’s teeth and bone development. If your blood doesn’t
supply enough calcium, the growing foetus will steal it from
your bones. That’s why a woman will need to drink at least 2
cups of milk per day. Other sources of calcium can come from
yogurt, buttermilk, hard cheese, soymilk and egg whites.
Not shunning from fats and oils: Fats are not always
bad; in fact, when taken in moderation, they help in
maintaining good health and weight. Fats are essential for
the baby’s brain development and are a source of long-term
energy for the mother. Include good fats such as mono- or
polyunsaturated fats found in vegetable oils, flaxseeds,
walnuts, olives, avocado, nuts or seeds (like sesame and
pumpkin).
Paying attention to vitamins and micronutrients:
Micronutrients are absolutely essential for the growing
foetus. An ample supply of these micronutrients will promote
healthy growth in your baby. Vitamins A, C, D and folic
acid, B Vitamins, zinc, iron, calcium, and iodine are all
micronutrients your baby needs. Deficiency in any of these
nutrients could cause serious complications like Spina bifida,
brain malformation, stunted growth or deafness. That’s why
many women are recommended prenatal vitamins to meet the
micronutrient demand during pregnancy.

Take a U-turn to good health
Most of us plan our pregnancies, but for some it comes
as a pleasant surprise. Whether it’s planned or accident,
maintaining a healthy body is mandatory for safe and
uncomplicated pregnancy. There’s no way you can take your
health for granted.
Diet plays a very important role in ensuring healthy
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9 months
PREGNANCY NUTRITION

VITAMIN C

IRON

FRUITS

FOLIC ACID

(2 Servings)

RICE & ALTERNATIVES

MILK & ALTERNATIVES

(6–7 Servings, including 3
servings from whole grains)

(1 Serving for 1000mg of
calcium a day)

VEGETABLES
(3 Servings)

Most foods are safe, but there are some you
should avoid during pregnancy, including5:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Raw meat
Deli meat
Fish with mercury
Fish exposed to
industrial pollutants
Unwashed vegetables
Raw shellfish
Sushi

•
•
•
•
•
•

Raw or parboiled egg
Mayonnaise
Soft cheese
Unpasteurised milk
More than 200 mg
caffeine (2 cups of
coffee or tea)
Alcohol

MEAT & ALTERNATIVES
(2.5 Servings)

Adapted from: http://www.kkh.com.sg/HealthPedia/Pages/PregnancyDuringDiet.aspx

HEALTHY FAT

pregnancy and safe delivery, but a healthy lifestyle goes hand-inhand. So, eat healthy, exercise regularly, de-stress, quit alcohol,
smoking and drugs, always consult a doctor before taking any
medication or starting a physical regime, pay attention to your
dental health, breathe in fresh air and drink lots of water.
Source:
1. http://www.webmd.com/baby/features/top-tips-pregnancy-nutrition?page=2
2. http://www.mayoclinic.org/healthy-lifestyle/pregnancy-week-by-week/in-depth/
pregnancy-nutrition/art-20046955
3. https://www.betterhealth.vic.gov.au/health/healthyliving/pregnancy-and-diet
4. http://diet.allwomenstalk.com/healthy-eating-infographics-you-are-going-to-useevery-single-day/31
5. http://americanpregnancy.org/pregnancy-health/foods-to-avoid-during-pregnancy/
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SEND US YOUR DETAILS & GET

3 ISSUES
OF LIVEWELL BABY MAGAZINES!
Want to get a limited edition Cryoviva Baby Romper for your bundle of joy? Simply complete the
form below and confirm a Personal Consultation on Cord Blood Banking with Cryoviva Singapore at
your convenience!
Or you can visit www.cryoviva.com.sg/livewell/ to submit your particulars online.
*Only applicable to first 500 pregnant mothers-to-be residing in Singapore

Register for your
limited edition Cryoviva
Romper today!

baby

Expecting mother’s name:  						

Age:

I/C.:			 		Occupation:
Address:
Tel (HP): 					Email:
No. of months into pregnancy: 		

Estimated Delivery Date:		

Delivery Hospital: 				

O&G Doctor:

Preferred Schedule for Counselling Session:
I agree and give my consent to be contacted by Cryoviva Singapore to know
more about its cord blood banking services.
I am interested to get the baby romper.

FreeSubscriptionAd_LWB52.indd 67

Terms and Conditions:
1. One subscription per household.
2. Only valid for readers who are pregnant.
3. All fields must be filled in.
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next issue.
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9 months

The Zika
Virus:

What It Means To You & Your Unborn Child
You’d have read about the virus that’s spread through
the bite of an infected Aedes species mosquito. Should
you be alarmed and how will it affect your pregnancy?
Rashmi Ullas shines the spotlight on the issue.

T

he Zika virus is causing ripples in global media
and for all the wrong reasons. It seems like this
cheeky little monster is after our babies, even before
they’ve stepped out of their mother’s womb because the Zika
virus has apparently been linked with microcephaly (brain
malformations) in foetuses and infants.
Singapore feels threatened because our warm, urban setting
is just what the virus needs to thrive. This is a potentially
dreadful situation because there are currently no specific
treatments or vaccines available against Zika virus.

Understanding Zika

Zika may have come to limelight only recently, but the first case
was reported in 1947. The very name Zika comes from the forest
in Uganda where the virus was first isolated from the Rhesus
monkey. As the name suggests, it is a viral infection caused by
the mosquito-borne flavivirus1.
Zika is spread by the same mosquito that causes dengue and
chikungunya. Here are the common characteristics between
dengue and Zika:
Symptoms

Dengue

Zika

Fever and
headache

Sudden onset of
a high fever and
severe headache

Milder fever and
headaches, when
compared to
dengue

Rash, joint and
muscle pain

Yes

Yes

Nausea vomiting
and loss of appetite

Commonly
associated with
dengue

Not common with
Zika

Abnormalities in
newborns

No

Yes
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The spread of Zika

The Zika virus is spread by the same type of female Aedes
mosquito that’s responsible for dengue. This breed of mosquito
is mostly active during the day (especially in the early mornings
and late afternoons). While there is no proof that the Zika
virus can be transmitted by person-to-person contact, some
evidence suggests that the virus is transmitted through blood
transfusion, sexual transmission or from a mother to her foetus.

Wanted Dead or Alive

The Zika virus may not cause serious infections in adults, but it
is allegedly linked with serious neurological damage in foetuses
and infants. That’s why they’re wanted… dead or alive.
2

How the Zika virus
is spread via
mosquito bites

1

Infected blood
travels to the midgut.
3

Virus enters the
circulatory
system...

Mosquito
feeds on virusinfected blood
THE PATH
OF THE VIRUS

4

... and travels
to the salivary
glands.

5

Mosquito bites
again, injecting
virus-infected
saliva into victim
before feeding.
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In adults, the Zika virus mainly causes fever, rash,
joint pain and conjunctivitis (red eyes) that are mostly
self-resolving. Scientists have, however, found a causal
link between microcephaly [a neurological disorder in
which the babies are born with small head circumferences
(craniums) and brains] and the Zika virus infection. While
a solid association has yet to be established, it’s still wise to
protect yourself against the virus.

We can fight it

Yes, the World Health Organisation has declared the
Zika virus infection as a global public health emergency,
but panic is the last thing we want when we’re faced with
such a situation. It is mainly the Latin American and
Caribbean region that are showing outbreaks, and only
sporadic cases of local Zika virus infection are detected in
Southeast Asia and most recently South Korea 2.
The Ministry of Health, Singapore has stepped up
on its surveillance efforts after the recent outbreaks. The
on-going National Environment Agency surveillance
programme in Singapore has not detected a single case of
Zika so far. While this is good news, the authorities warn
us to be vigilant. If all of us co-operate and take measures
to fight the mosquito mayhem, the virus stands no chance
of prevailing in our country.

Regular testing is key

The virus has to be detected early in order to check the
spread. There is no accurate test available to identify the
Zika infection because it is a viral infection and cannot
be detected under a microscope. The symptoms are also
similar to dengue and yellow fever. An antibody test may
not show accurate results, as there are high chances of
cross-reaction with antibody tests for the other viruses
that Zika resembles.
It is therefore advised to send blood or tissue samples
from the first week of suspected infection to an advanced
laboratory where the virus can be detected through
sophisticated molecular testing.

The source should be controlled.

Dengue and Zika are two distinct infections that cause
huge health and economic burden. But they come from
the same source; so controlling one can mitigate the risk
of the other. Here’s how you get rid of mosquitoes:
• Remove any form of standing water: water
can accumulate in tires, buckets, planters, toys, pools,
birdbaths, flowerpots and even trashcans. Replace
or throw away the water at least once a week. If you
have to store water, do so in containers with tight lids

or wired mesh, so mosquitos cannot enter. Repair all
cracks in septic tanks and plumbing pipes.
•

Keep the mosquitoes out: you can keep these
buzzing menaces out of your home by using screens
on windows and doors, repairing holes in the screen
and using air conditioning when available.

•

Avoid being bitten: Use insect repellents (that are
approved for human use), and wear long sleeved shirts
and full pants when venturing outdoors or in regions
where mosquitoes are prevalent.

•

Avoid travelling to Zika epicentres: try to
avoid travelling to affected regions (especially if
you are pregnant or planning on pregnancy). If it’s
inevitable, wear long sleeved, covered clothing and
apply insect-repellent. Sleep inside mosquito nets and
seek medical attention as soon as you fall ill.

Red signal for the Preggers

If you’re pregnant or planning pregnancy, you should
take extra precaution to avoid being infected. The worst
window for the Zika virus infection is believed to be the
first trimester – when some women do not even realise
they’re pregnant!
Both the pregnant woman and her partner should
avoid being bitten by mosquitoes. Wear the right clothing
to prevent being bitten. In times of illness, it is important
to see a doctor immediately. Condoms are recommended
to prevent any sexual transmission of the virus.
Because it is impossible to completely prevent
mosquito bites, the Ministry of Health, Singapore advises
all pregnant women to reconsider their travel to countries
that have reported an outbreak in Zika virus infection

The step forward

Singapore has been battling dengue for a long time
now, but the notorious mosquito seems to evade most
prevention strategies. Although there is no outbreak yet,
the Zika virus comes from the same source as dengue,
so we should be on guard. When it comes to preventing
such outbreaks, it’s better to be safe than sorry. With
stringent prevention strategies and care, we can stop the
mosquito trouble and get a hold on Zika virus even before
it can even launch its attack!

1. http://www.wpro.who.int/mediacentre/factsheets/fs_05182015_zika/en/
2. South Korea confirms first case of Zika: http://www.channelnewsasia.com/
news/asiapacific/south-korea-confirms/2624972.html
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medical Q&A
Dr Chan Poh Chong
Head & Senior Consultant,
Division of General
Ambulatory Paediatrics and
Adolescent Medicine, National
University Hospital

ask the

DOCTOR
Q:

How do we know if our
child is ready for potty
training and what are some
strategies we can use to help
him through the stage?

Ditching the Diaper:
A Guide to Potty Training
Many parents find potty training one of the most challenging
phases to go through with a growing child. Gradual steps,
rather than giant leaps, are best for achieving long-term
results. Do not punish or show exasperation when your child
makes a mistake, but gently encourage him to sit on the potty
the next time. Tell your child that accidents are okay and that
the next time would be a success.
Tackle one milestone at a time. Get the daytime training
going first and allow your child to wear the diaper at night.
One way you can keep the toddler dry at night is to limit the
intake of fluids just before bed. The last drink should ideally
be two hours before bedtime. Getting your child to empty his
bladder before sleep can help minimise bedwetting at night.
As with all development during early childhood, be
patient. Your child may not be ready if he does not succeed
initially. Take a break and allow him to develop further before

70

trying again. Most children would be able to sit on the
potty between two to three years of age, with boys usually
being a little slower. If your child is not potty trained by five
to six years of age, it is time to seek your doctor’s advice.

Signs that your child is ready to
use the potty instead of diapers
Potty training generally starts from 18 months till three
years of age and may take from a few weeks to a few months
to be fully potty trained.
Certain signs may indicate readiness for starting potty
training:
1. Being aware that he or she is wet or soiled
2. Stands or sits at a corner during a poo
3. Shows signs like grunting or pointing to diaper during
poo
4. Manages a good pee at one time – gets a heavy and wet
diaper
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5. Has regular bowel movements at certain times of the day
6. Able to stay dry for more than a few hours in the day
7. Gets up from a nap with dry diapers
8. Understands simple instructions
9. Can pull down and pull up his diapers
10. Shows interest in the potty or toilet

DIAPERS BEGONE – A MONTH-LONG
TRAINING STRATEGY
Week 1:

enforcing the notion that stools are meant to go directly into
the potty.

Weeks 3 - 4:
When your child is ready and comfortable, remove the diaper
and allow him to move bowels directly into the potty. Praise
and reward your child for the achievement. You may be
surprised at how easily your child progresses from one stage
to the next, as long as you do it gradually and with great
patience.

Encouragement and setting examples are good ways to begin.
Reading stories on potty training and making it enjoyable to
do so may help. Highlight to your child older siblings, cousins
and friends who can either sit on the potty or go to the toilet
to relieve themselves as good examples he can follow. When
your child expresses the urge, allow him to wear the diaper
while sitting on the potty.

Remember:
Dos:

Week 2:

Don’ts:

Help your child overcome the fear of the potty or the toilet.
Reading a short story to him while he is on the potty is one
way. After bowel movement, show your child where the
stool needs to go by putting the soiled diaper into the potty,

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Be patient and take gradual steps
Encourage and praise positive improvements
Highlight examples from household members or friends/
relatives
Remove fear of the potty or toilet

Punish your child for any mistakes or accidents
Pressurise your child when he or she is not ready
Push your child too fast or set deadlines
Show exasperation or despair when accidents happen

Disclaimer: The advice offered by the featured expert should not be misinterpreted to be a recommendation of any product. This column provides the
opinions of specialists and readers should consult their own doctors if they should have further enquiries.
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fininshing act

Mother’s Day
Coupons
Cut out & make them into a coupon
book your mom or wife can redeem
whenever they want!

✁

Happy Mother’s Day

Happy Mother’s Day

Happy Mother’s Day

Happy Mother’s Day

This coupon entitles you to:

Enjoy

Have a

Let’s have

You can redeem this
whenever you want!

You can redeem this
whenever you want!

Teatime

DINNER &
MOVIE

Happy Mother’s Day

Happy Mother’s Day

Happy Mother’s Day

Redeem this coupon for a

Present this coupon for

Good for

1of UNINTERRUPTED
HOUR

housework

✁

You can redeem this
whenever you want!

Use this coupon for a
well deserved

NAP or
SLEEP IN

72

You can redeem this
whenever you want!

SPA/
STAYCATION/
SHOPPING TRIP

3ofhours
help with the

Happy Mother’s Day

You can redeem this
whenever you want!

You can redeem this
whenever you want!

HOMECOOKED
MEAL

on me!
*Delete where applicable

You can redeem this
whenever you want!

ONE BIG
HUG

Just the 2 of us!

You can redeem this
whenever you want!

FREE
TIME
to yourself*
*Up to 10 hours
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Doesn’t carrying your bundle
of joy in your arms after 9
challenging months make you
want to give the best to your
baby? Breast milk provides the
nutrients needed for babies,
but breastfeeding can be tough
at times. To help nursing mums
along, BabyOrganix has a full
range of products that provides
the necessary care and hygiene
during this period.

Head-to-Toe Pampering for

Breastfeeding Mums
O’Clean Laundry Powder (1kg) &
Kids Wear Liquid Cleanser (1000ml)
Suitable for both front and top loading
washing machines, these 2 products
effectively clean mum’s and baby’s clothes.
Made from only organic ingredients,
they are free from phosphorus, dyes
and bleaching agents, and do not leave
residues behind after washing. In fact, they
are so safe and gentle; your skin is sure to
thank you for it.
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This concentrated lemon-scented wash is
well-loved by mums for its ability to wash
baby’s feeding bottles, pacifiers and toys
effectively and safely.

Nature’s First Aid Cream (30g)
This multi-purpose relief cream is an
indispensable companion to nursing
mums and babies. Made with organic
Calendula Oil that has
effective antioxidant
properties, it can be
applied on wounds,
breasts and
cracked nipples to
soothe and ensure
rapid healing.

www.babyorganix.com.sg

Distributed by
Contact us at 9859

Baby Feeding Bottle Wash (800ml)

0583

Naturally Kinder Baby Wipes
(30 pc per pack)

Containing organic Aloe Vera, our wipes
are suitable for nursing mums and babies
with sensitive skin. Besides using it to
clean baby’s skin, nursing mums can use
the wipes to clean their nipples to ensure
personal hygiene.

Rub Rub Balm (50g)
Round-the-clock baby care can turn your
life upside down, especially when baby
is unwell. For days when baby is having
a cough or cold, apply our camphor-free
balm to help sooth his discomfort and
boost his healing ability. All natural and
safe, it’s ideal for nursing
mums too!

Available at:

Babyorganix Singapore
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